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ABSTRACT
Web applications have become one of the most important and prevalent types of
software. In modern web applications, the display of any web page is usually an interplay
of multiple languages and involves code execution at different locations (the server side,
the database side, and the client side). These characteristics make it hard to write and
maintain web applications. Much of the existing research and tool support often deals
with one single language and therefore is still limited in addressing those challenges.
To fill in this gap, this dissertation is aimed at developing an infrastructure for cross-
language program analysis for dynamic web applications to support creating reliable and
robust web applications with higher quality and lower costs. To reach that goal, we
have developed the following research components. First, to understand the client-side
code that is embedded in the server-side code, we develop an output-oriented symbolic
execution engine that approximates all possible outputs of a server-side program. Second,
we use variability-aware parsing, a technique recently developed for parsing conditional
code in software product lines, to parse those outputs into a compact tree representation
(called VarDOM ) that represents all possible DOM variants of a web application. Third,
we leverage the VarDOM to extract semantic information from the server-side code.
Specifically, we develop novel concepts, techniques, and tools (1) to build call graphs
for embedded client code in different languages, (2) to compute cross-language program
slices, and (3) to compute a novel test coverage criterion called output coverage that
aids testers in creating effective test suites for detecting output-related bugs. The results
have been demonstrated in a wide range of applications for web programs such as IDE
services, fault localization, bug detection, and testing.
1CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW
1.1 Software Development Support for Web Applications
Software has become a critical part of our society over the last few decades. Advances
in computers and technology have impacted virtually every aspect of modern society
including business, commerce, healthcare, transportation, education, science, technol-
ogy, entertainment, and so on. Improving software quality and reducing the cost of
software development have become increasingly vital goals since software failures and
software malfunctioning are highly expensive. According to a study commissioned by
the U.S. Department of Commerce’s National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) in 2002 [110], the economic costs of faulty software in the U.S. are estimated
to be in the range of tens of billions of dollars per year, representing nearly one per-
cent of the nation’s gross domestic product. To improve software quality and reliability,
various methods have been introduced to aid developers in making software, for exam-
ple, by providing automated support in modern integrated development environments
(IDEs) for purposes such as bug detection, debugging, refactoring, code navigation, code
completion, and many other tasks.
Despite their increased popularity in supporting traditional software applications, ex-
isting methods face fundamental barriers when being applied to multilingual, dynamic
web applications, which have become one of the fastest growing and most important
types of software in recent years [100], with the success of languages such as PHP and
JavaScript (JS). As of February 2016, there are more than three billion Internet users and
2nearly one billion websites (more than 53,000 of which are being hacked every day) [133].
While it is critical to facilitate the development of web applications and reduce the num-
ber of software defects, program analysis and IDE support for dynamic web applications
are still highly limited compared to those for traditional software applications due to a
number of challenges that dynamic web applications pose to web code analysis.
1.2 Challenges in Analyzing Dynamic Web Applications
Web applications follow the client-server model [149], in which the server and the
client communicate over a computer network. The server serves as the service provider
whereas the client serves as the service requestor. When the client sends a request to
the server, the server-side program is executed and generates a response to the client
in the form of client-side code written in HTML, JS, and CSS. At the client, a web
browser executes the received client-side code to display a web page. Unlike static web
applications in which the server-side program generates the same response to the client
across different executions, an important characteristic of dynamic web applications is
that, depending on different conditions in the server-side code, the server-side program
may generate different outputs (i.e., different variants of client-side code). In this work,
we are interested in dynamic web applications since they are the prevalent type of web
applications [14]. Note that since the client-side code is generated from the server-side
programs, analyzing a web application means analyzing server-side programs. As an
example, Figure 1.1a displays a dynamic web application written in PHP, in which the
server-side program generates three different outputs (Figure 1.1b).
Key challenges. The nature of dynamic web applications present two core chal-
lenges for program analysis. First, there exists a mixture of server-side code and client-
side code within server-side programs. The client-side code often appears in server-side
programs as scattered, incomplete string fragments. Many applications such as IDE ser-
3mysqli_query($conn, "UPDATE Sessions SET active='1'...");
function createInput($name, $value) {
        return '<input name="'.$name.'" value="'.$value.'" />';
}
$content = '';
if ($C1) {
        $content = createInput('foo', '1');
}
else if ($C2) {
        $content = createInput('foo', '2');
}
echo "<form>" . $content . "</form>";
echo "<script>validate(document.forms[0].foo);</script>";
<form><input name="foo" value="1" /></form>
<script>validate(document.forms[0].foo);</script>
<form><input name="foo" value="2" /></form>
<script>validate(document.forms[0].foo);</script>
<form></form>
<script>validate(document.forms[0].foo);</script>
(a) Server-side program in PHP, containing a mixture of 
server-side code and client-side code
No error
Error: undefined object document.forms[0].foo
No error
(b) Client-side programs (output of server-side 
prorgram), containing only client-side code
<form>
#if $C1
<input name="foo" value="1" />
#else
#if $C2
<input name="foo" value="2" />
#endif
#endif
</form>
<script>validate(document.forms[0].foo);</script>
(c) Output-oriented abstraction of the server-side 
program, containing only client-side code with #ifdefs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Case 1: $C1 == TRUE
Case 2: $C1 == FALSE && $C2 == TRUE
Case 3: $C1 == FALSE && $C2 == FALSE
Figure 1.1 An example PHP program generating three different outputs depending on
some conditions
vices and bug detection would require an understanding of such fragmented client-side
code while it is still embedded in server-side strings. Second, there could be an expo-
nential number of generated variants of client-side code depending on the conditions in
the server-side program. An analysis would need to first capture these large number of
variations and then perform operations on them.
To illustrate these challenges, we discuss a specific type of analysis in web applications,
namely detection of undefined reference errors. A reference to a program entity (e.g., a
variable or a function call) is undefined at run time if the entity has not been declared
in the current execution. These types of errors can lead to unexpected behavior of the
program at run time, ranging from disruptive web service, blank pages, missing user
information, unwanted error messages, to fatal crashes, input validation bypass, and
4other security vulnerabilities [104]. In our example in Figure 1.1, in the first two cases
(PHP variable $C1 evaluates to TRUE, or $C1 evaluates to FALSE and $C2 evaluates to
TRUE), an HTML form with an HTML input named foo is generated. However, in the
third case (both $C1 and $C2 evaluate to FALSE), no HTML input named foo is defined in
the form. Therefore, when the JS code attempts to access the HTML input, an undefined
variable error occurs. In this case, since the error occurs at a call to an input validation
function, some malicious inputs could be injected into the web application.
Since undefined references cause the program to behave incorrectly and potentially
present security threats, it is desirable to detect them early. Concretely, for our example,
we aim to statically analyze the server-side program and detect the possible undefined
reference error on line 13 of Figure 1.1a. To do that, the analysis would need to iden-
tify all possible declarations and references of client-side entities (HTML inputs and JS
variables) and then match their conditions to detect a generated output variant in which
a reference does not have a corresponding declaration. For instance, in Figure 1.1a, it
would need to detect that the HTML input named foo is created on line 7 under condi-
tion $C1 and is created on line 10 under condition !$C1 && C2, whereas the JS reference
document.forms[0].foo on line 13 exists in all cases (condition TRUE). By matching the
constraints of the HTML input declarations and the JS reference, the analysis would
then be able to report that the JS reference is undefined under condition !$C1 && !$C2.
Such analysis on the server-side programs is challenging due to the following unique
characteristics of dynamic web applications:
1. Mixture of server-side code and client-side code. In essence, a dynamic
web application is a program that generates another program. In the first stage, the
server-side program is executed and uses server-side data to generate a client-side pro-
gram by assembling string literals (e.g., HTML templates and JS functions) with custom
computations. The client-side program is then executed by the client’s web browser in
the second stage. This dynamic code generation introduces three challenges:
5• Embedded client code: The server-side code and the client-side code are intermixed
within the same program. Code elements occurring in the generated client-side
program are often embedded in string literals in the server-side program. For ex-
ample, the opening and closing HTML <form> tags appear within the PHP string
fragments on line 12 of Figure 1.1a. However, not all server-side strings contain
client-side code—e.g., the string on line 1 contains an SQL query and is not related
to the output. An analysis would need to understand the semantics of the string
literals to analyze embedded client code.
• Fragmented client code: Often, the client-side code is assembled from various
sources in the server-side source code. In our example, the HTML input foo does
not appear verbatim in the server-side program but is instead created via a PHP
function (lines 7 and 10); it is then concatenated with two PHP strings on line 12
at a different statement. The order in which HTML fragments are defined may
be different than the order in which they appear in the output. For instance, the
HTML input is defined before the HTML form but appears inside the form since
it is printed after the <form> opening tag on line 12. In addition, each fragment
of the embedded client code may not form a valid syntactical unit (e.g., the first
string literal on line 3 contains an incomplete HTML input tag, and the name foo of
the HTML input appears as an isolated string on lines 7 and 10). To recognize that
the PHP string ‘foo’ contains the name of an HTML input, the analysis would need
to detect that the function call createInput invokes the function defined on lines 2–4,
which generates an HTML input with its name being the value of the function’s
first argument. A heuristic parser that scans for string patterns of client-side code
would not work in such cases.
• Cross-language interactions: The source code of a dynamic web application is typi-
cally written in multiple languages for various tasks such as defining the application
6logic, accessing a database, and displaying content. These languages include server-
side ones such as PHP, JSP, ASP, SQL, and client-side ones such as HTML, JS,
CSS. Data entities can have relations across languages, i.e. the value of a data
entity computed in one language may affect the value of another entity in another
language. In our undefined reference analysis, the declarations and references could
also be cross-language (e.g., a JS variable referring to an HTML input). As another
example, a program failure can occur in a language that is different than that of
the root cause (i.e., the place where the error needs to be fixed). Thus, a technique
to analyze dynamic web applications or to provide IDE services must be able to
handle embedded code in multiple languages.
2. Exponential number of variants of client-side code. The same server-
side program can generate different variants of client-side code depending on different
user inputs, data from databases, and configuration options. A program of n sequential if
statements can generate 2n number of paths, potentially producing 2n unique outputs. In
our example, the HTML input foo is created under conditions $C1 and !$C1 && $C2, but is
not created in condition !$C1 && !$C2, resulting in an error in that case. During analysis,
these conditions need to be taken into consideration to verify whether a property can hold
across all possible variants. A naive brute-force approach that explores an exponential
number of outputs individually would not scale.
For these reasons, it is nontrivial to analyze embedded client code while it is still
embedded in the server-side programs. Existing analysis and contemporary IDEs support
developers in writing and maintaining code either in the server-side code only or in the
generated client-side code only. For example, the basic editor services in IDEs, such
as syntax highlighting, syntax validation, auto-completion, “jump to declarations”, and
many others are standard for most languages, including PHP, but missing for the client-
side code found in string literals of the server-side programs. While research on analyses
of dynamic programming languages has advanced the ability of analysis support for
7languages such as PHP and JS (e.g., [16, 44, 6]), existing approaches are still limited in
addressing the mixture of server-side code and client-side code and dealing with a large
number of variants of client-side code in dynamic web applications.
1.3 Key Ideas of Our Approach
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Figure 1.2 High-level overview of our approach
To tackle the above challenges, we have designed a two-phase approach to support
web application analysis (see Figure 1.2). The two phases are aimed at addressing the
first and the second challenge, respectively.
Phase 1—Output-oriented symbolic execution. The goal of this phase is
to separate the client-side code from a mixture of server-side code and client-side code
(challenge 1). To do that, we make use of symbolic execution [150] to abstract the server-
side program with regard to its output. Symbolic execution explores different paths in
a program and resolves possible values of a variable at a program point. (In a web
application, the output stream can be considered as a special variable holding a string
value representing the output.) Since we need to analyze the embedded client code of a
web application, we use symbolic execution to resolve the string value of the output at
the end of all possible executions. The result of this phase is an abstraction of the server-
side program for its output, which contains purely client-side code and preserves possible
client code variants controlled by the conditions in the server-side program. We retain
the variants using the conditional compilation mechanism (#ifdefs) commonly used to
specify a family of C programs. To illustrate, in Figure 1.1c, we show this abstraction
8for our example. Note that we abstract away all parts of the server-side program that
are not relevant to the output (e.g., the SQL query on line 1 of Figure 1.1a).
Phase 2—Parsing and analysis of variants of client-side code. The goal of
this phase is to deal with variants of client-side code (challenge 2). Our key insight is that
these variants resemble C code written with conditional directives (#ifdefs), except that
it is for client-side code written in HTML, JS, and CSS. Our abstraction representation
in phase 1 allows us to capture these variants and enables us to reuse and adapt the
state-of-the-art approaches in the analysis for programs written C code with #ifdefs to
apply for the analysis on client-side code variants written in HTML, JS, and CSS.
To illustrate the working of these two phases, we refer to our undefined reference
analysis. After the first phase, we obtain an abstraction for the output of the server-side
program (see Figure 1.1c). In the second phase, we use specialized parsers to parse the
output abstraction and identify two HTML input declarations foo defined under condi-
tions $C1 and !$C1 && $C2, and JS reference document.forms[0].foo under condition TRUE.
We then check whether the reference is undefined under certain conditions. After match-
ing the constraint of the reference against the combined constraints of all its declarations,
the analysis can detect that the reference is undefined under condition !$C1 && !$C2.
By designing the two phases, we are able to tackle the core challenges in web applica-
tion analysis. Phase 1 transforms a program with mixed server-side code and client-side
code into one that contains only client-side code, and captures its variants via a repre-
sentation resembling C code with #ifdefs. In phase 2, we develop specific techniques to
parse and deal with client code variants. Different types of analysis can be performed
not only for bug detection purposes as in this example but also for other purposes such
as program understanding, programming support, or testing. The key limitations of our
approach involve the inherent unsoundness of symbolic execution in the first phase and
the possible combinatorial explosion of client-side code variants in the second phase. We
discuss these limitations in detail at the end of Chapters 3 and 4.
91.4 Contributions and Outline of This Thesis
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Figure 1.3 Overview of research tasks. Inner layers contain research components that
those in the outer layers can be built upon.
Based on those key ideas, we propose an infrastructure for cross-language program
analysis for dynamic web applications. As depicted in Figure 1.3, we organize the research
tasks into four layers with components in the inner layers serving as the foundation for
components in the outer layers to be built upon. (The first layer corresponds to the first
phase, whereas the other layers correspond to the second phase.)
Layer 1—Computing the output of server-side code. We propose output-
oriented symbolic execution [105, 102] on PHP code to approximate the output of a
dynamic PHP web application. During symbolic execution, we follow all function calls,
explore all branches, and keep track of the creation and propagation of string literals
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and variables. We use symbolic values to represent unknown values (e.g., data from a
database or web service, or the current time). The result of symbolic execution is the
generated client-side code which possibly contains symbolic values and conditional values
that are produced under specific path constraints.
Layer 2—Parsing the output of server-side code. Since the client-side code is
conditional, we use variability-aware parsing [78] used in software product lines to parse
the result from the previous step in order to understand the semantics of the client-side
code. We create different variability-aware parsers for conditional HTML, JS, and CSS
code. The parsing result is a VarDOM representation [101] of the embedded client code,
which represents the hierarchical structure of a web page. A VarDOM, the core of our
analysis framework, is similar to the Document Object Model (DOM) for HTML except
that it contains condition nodes to indicate that certain subtrees of the HTML document
may vary depending on some condition.
Layer 3—Providing basic cross-language analyses. Using the VarDOM, we
are able to analyze the embedded client code written in HTML, JS, CSS. (While tradi-
tional analyses for static client code work on a single DOM, our variability-aware analyses
work on a VarDOM with conditional parts.) We develop novel concepts, techniques, and
tools for the following:
• For call graphs in embedded client code [101, 103], we create call-graph edges in
different languages: between opening and corresponding closing HTML tags, be-
tween CSS rules and affected HTML elements, and between JS function calls and
corresponding function declarations.
• For cross-language program slicing [102], we detect data flows within PHP and
embedded languages (SQL, HTML, JS) and connect the data flows among them.
Based on the established data flows, we compute a (possibly cross-language) pro-
gram slice for any given entity.
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• To support testing web applications, we introduce a novel test coverage criterion
called output coverage and a technique for computing output coverage that mea-
sures how much of the output has been tested by a test suite.
Layer 4—Providing software development support. We use our program
analysis infrastructure to support a wide range of dynamic web development activities.
Our current support includes the following:
• IDE services for embedded client code: We develop Varis [101, 103] and Babel-
Ref [106] to provide editor services on the client-side code of a PHP-based web
application, while it is still embedded within server-side code. We implement var-
ious types of IDE services for embedded client code including syntax highlighting,
code completion, “jump to declaration”, and refactoring.
• Fault localization via cross-language program slicing : We implementWebSlice [102],
a tool to compute cross-language program slices for PHP web applications. The
program slices computed by WebSlice can be used to track data flows from the
location that manifests the failure to the original location of the root cause for
fault localization purposes.
• Bug detection: We develop two different tools for detecting two types of bugs
in PHP web applications: (1) Dangling Reference Checker (DRC) [107, 104]—a
tool that statically detects PHP and embedded dangling references, and (2) Php-
Sync [105]—an bug-locating and fix-propagating tool for HTML validation errors.
• Output coverage visualization for output-oriented testing : To guide testers in select-
ing additional test cases, we design a tool named WebTest that displays all possible
outputs in one single web page and allows testers to visually explore covered and
uncovered parts of all outputs. The testers can use WebTest to either augment
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test cases or navigate and inspect the output directly to detect certain classes of
presentation faults.
Besides the core analyses and services mentioned above, our framework is designed
to be extensible and adaptable. The modules in layers 1 and 2 can be improved or
replaced without breaking the working of the modules in the other layers. Layer 3
can be augmented with new type of analysis such as creating a cross-language program
dependence graph for a web application. As for layer 4, web developers can not only
make use of our existing tools but can also extend the framework to create new ones. For
example, one can leverage the cross-language data flows and program slices provided in
layer 3 to create a security tool that scans for sensitive flows and identifies vulnerabilities.
In summary, this thesis makes the following contributions:
1. Concepts: (1) the new concept of embedded client code in web code, (2) the
notion of call graph for embedded client code, (3) the notion of program slices
across different languages, and (4) the notion of different types of testers concerning
different aspects of the software including its output, as well as a family of output
coverage metrics of a test suite
2. Representations: The D-Model representation encoding different possible textual
contents of the output and the VarDOM representation which compactly represents
DOM variations generated from the server-side code
3. Algorithms: A systematic approach combining symbolic execution, variability-
aware parsing, and variability-aware analysis (1) to build call graphs for embedded
HTML, CSS, and JS code, (2) to compute cross-language data-flow relations and
program slices, and (3) to compute output coverage metrics
4. Tooling: A toolchain that provides various kinds of software development sup-
port for dynamic web applications including IDE services, fault localization, bug
detection, and testing
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5. Empirical studies: Empirical evaluations on several real-world web applications
to investigate the complexity of call graphs, data flows, program slices, the accuracy
of bug detection, and the effectiveness of output coverage metrics, showing the
analyses’ accuracy, efficiency, and usefulness
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives the necessary
background on web application analysis, as well as some motivation as to why there
is still a gap in supporting web development activities. Chapter 3–6 discuss in detail
the techniques included in layers 1–4 of our framework, respectively. Next, Chapter 7
presents our empirical studies to investigate the accuracy, efficiency, and usefulness of
our cross-language program analysis techniques. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the key
ideas presented and make some concluding remarks.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
There exist a large number of program analysis approaches for web applications.
However, existing work on dynamic web applications is still limited and lacks a foundation
for program analysis methods as well as software development services for multilingual
web applications. In the following, we discuss the literature based on different types of
analysis for web programs and related techniques to the ones used in our framework.
2.1 Web Application Analysis
2.1.1 Analyzing the Output of a Web Application
Many researchers have investigated the output of web applications and the relation-
ship between code and output for various purposes. Minamide [98] uses a string analyzer
to statically approximate PHP-based, generated HTML pages and validate them. His
string analyzer takes a PHP program and an input specification (in the form of a regular
expression), which describes the set of possible inputs to the PHP program [98]. The
analyzer approximates the output of a PHP program as a context-free grammar. Wang
et al. [143] uses the string analyzer in Minamide’s [98] to locate constant strings that
need to be translated in a web application. It computes the approximated outputs of a
PHP program and identifies the constant strings visible from the browser for translation
via its flag propagation scheme.
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2.1.2 Web Application Security
Several string taint-analysis techniques were built for PHP web programs and software-
security problems [151, 153, 145]. Wassermann and Su introduced a string-taint anal-
ysis technique [144] based on Minamide’s string analyzer in order to detect cross-site
scripting security flaws [145]. Extending further, Wassermann et al. [146] developed
an approach to generate test cases for such vulnerabilities. Also based on Minamide’s
work, several detection techniques were developed for SQL injection vulnerabilities in
web scripts [151, 80]. Halfond and Orso [55] propose an approach to prevent SQL injec-
tion attacks. It uses program analysis to build a model of legitimate queries that can be
generated from the application, and runtime monitoring for dynamic queries’ inspection.
2.1.3 Bug Detection for Web Applications
Artzi et al. [17] introduced Apollo, a method to find bugs in web applications by
combining concrete and symbolic execution. It executes a web application on an initial
empty or randomly-chosen input. Additional inputs are derived by solving path con-
straints and conditions extracted from exercised control flow paths [17]. Failures during
such executions are reported as bugs. In [18], they extended Apollo to also model inter-
active user inputs in a web application. However, it does not pinpoint the buggy PHP
statements that cause such errors.
To support such fault localization, in [16], they combined a variation of Tarantula [73]
with the use of a dynamic output mapping technique. For each statement, Tarantula
associates it with a suspiciousness rating that indicates the likelihood for the statement
to contribute to a fault. The rating is computed based on the percentages of passing
and failing tests that execute that statement. However, they reported that in a web
application, a significant number of statements/lines are executed in both cases, or only
in failing executions. Thus, they combined Tarantula with a dynamic output mapping
technique, which instruments a shadow interpreter to create a mapping between the lines
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in PHP and HTML code by recording the line number of the originating PHP statement
whenever output is written out using the echo and print statements [16].
Tidy [137], an HTML validator/corrector, works mostly on static HTML pages. For
PHP code, it filters all the code within a ’<?php’ and the corresponding ’?>’ and considers
the remaining as HTML code. That scheme does not work well because HTML code
is embedded within multiple scattered PHP literals and variables. Similar to Tidy,
other validating tools are limited to support validating or correcting only client pages in
XML/HTML/CSS.
2.1.4 Fault Localization for Web Applications
Clark et al. [30] support fault localization inside an SQL command embedded within
JSP code. They cannot address the cases where the faults occurred in JSP and made the
SQL command incorrect. Halfond et al. [90, 91] identifies the root cause of presentation
failures in web applications that uses image processing and search-based techniques.
There are several other fault localization approaches for individual language in traditional
applications [73, 1, 74, 84, 126, 62, 36, 86, 88, 82, 2, 3, 115, 120, 154, 69]. However, they
do not address the challenges in dynamic web applications.
2.1.5 IDE Services for Web Application Development
State-of-the-art IDEs do not provide call-graph-based editor support such as “jumps
to declaration” for embedded client code. Recent works such as PHPQuickFix and
PHPRepair [125] detect and fix errors in server-side PHP applications leading to ill-
formed generated HTML. PHPQuickFix [125] examines constant prints, i.e., the PHP
statements that print directly string literals and repairs HTML ill-formed errors. It
analyzes each string literal separately and can only identify local issues. PHPRepair [125]
follows a dynamic approach in which a given test suite is used to generate client-side code
with different server-side executions, while tracing the origin of output strings.
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2.1.6 Call Graph in Web Applications
There is a significant amount of work on constructing call graphs for JS code [43,
44, 54, 70, 71, 89, 129]. Accuracy and performance face challenges due to the dynamic
nature of JS code and its interactions with the DOM and the browser. Kudzu [127] is a
symbolic execution engine for JS. These tools are aimed at improving IDE services, but
they all target plain client-side code, not code embedded in server-side programs.
2.1.7 Web Application Slicing
There has been rich literature in program slicing [87, 59, 24, 152, 21, 147, 82, 111, 109,
38, 48, 56, 113, 62, 28, 33, 45, 72, 60] and several excellent surveys on different techniques
for program slicing [139, 22, 57, 58]. Harman et al. [57] provide an extensive survey
with a classification with multiple dimensions in order to classify new program slicing
techniques. Later, Silva extends the classification with a total of 12 dimensions [131].
None of existing program slicing approaches support cross-language slicing or PDG/CFG.
To approximate the dynamically generated client code, Tonella and Ricca [140, 122,
123] propose a flow analysis called string-cat propagation to associate the variables used
in print/echo statements to string concatenations. They also combine with code extrusion,
which unquotes the strings in echo. A slice is computed from such flows.
There also exists the information-flow approach to compute slices by Bergeretti and
Carré (BC) [21]. The information-flow relations are recursively computed in a syntax-
directed, bottom-up manner.
There are static slicing approaches based on various static analyses, e.g., incremental
slicing [111], call-mark slicing [109], proposition-based slicing [38], stop-list slicing [48],
amorphous slicing [56]. Our approach is related to PDG-based slicing [113, 62]; however,
they do not deal with flows to embedded code. There are dynamic slicing approaches [82,
23, 72, 92], including language-independent slicing [23], which compute a slice for one
specific execution and do not produce a static slice for all possible executions.
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2.1.8 Web Application Testing
Supporting testing, especially web testing, from the perspective of a tester interested
in the output has received increased attention recently.
First, Alshahwan proposed output-uniqueness test selection criterion [9, 8]. The cri-
terion aims to maximize the differences among the observed outputs. They proposed
seven syntactic abstractions pertinent to web applications to avoid sensitivity to nonde-
terministic output, and performed an empirical study to show that output uniqueness
can be used as surrogate for whitebox testing. They measure coverage only as the abso-
lute number of distinct observed outputs of a test suite, but have no notion of an output
universe that could identify uncovered outputs.
Second, Zou et al. [155] introduce a V-DOM coverage for web applications. They
convert a PHP program into C code and performs static analysis for control flows and
data flows to build a V-DOM tree. V-DOM’s nodes represent all possible DOM objects
that can appear in any possible executions of a page. V-DOM coverage is defined as the
ratio of the number of covered DOM objects over the total number of DOM objects.
Third, DomCovery [99] is another DOM-based coverage criteria for web applications.
The coverage is defined at two levels: (1) the percentage of DOM states and transitions
covered in the total state space, and (2) the percentage of elements covered in each
particular DOM state.
With regard to output uniqueness for testing, several other researchers also introduced
the concept of equivalent classes [112, 148, 53] where an element in a class leads to a
correct output if all elements in the class lead to correct output. Subdomain partition
methods are proposed for the input space via specification analysis [112]. Richardson
and Clarke [124] use symbolic evaluation to partition the set of inputs into procedure
subdomains so that the elements of each subdomain are processed uniformly by testing.
Overall, there is a rich literature on web testing [37, 83]. This adopts many quality
assurance strategies developed in other contexts to the specifics of web applications,
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including dynamic symbolic execution [146, 18, 127], search-based testing [7, 4, 93],
mutation testing [117, 66], random testing [47, 15, 61], and model-based testing [121, 11];
they are all focused on analyzing the source code of the web application. Also, several
specialized techniques to generate test cases by crawling the web page [94, 95, 51, 119, 96]
and collecting session data [40] have been explored. As suggested previously [9], output
coverage can be used a post-processing step to select a subset of the test cases generated
by these tools in order to focus on output defects.
2.2 Related Techniques
2.2.1 Web Engineering
Web engineering is an important line of research that applies software engineering
into web applications. Di Lucca et al. [34] developed Page Control Flow Graph (PCFG)
to describe the dependencies among web pages. Earlier, they developed WARE [35], a
dynamic analysis framework for reverse engineering of a web application. There exists
much research on exploring flows among web pages for testing [15, 94, 128], for program
comprehension [34], and for maintaining a distributed event-based system [49]. However,
they do not build cross-language program slices at the level of entities. Orso et al. [6] use
string analysis to discover client-side and server-side input validation inconsistencies.
2.2.2 String Analysis
There exist string analysis approaches for web programs and software security [98, 80,
145, 151, 153, 5]. They can be used to extract embedded code in our analysis. This line
of research uses string analysis to approximate the output of server-side code. Minamide
proposed a string analyzer [98] that takes a PHP program and a regular expression
describing the input, and validates approximate HTML output via context-free grammar
analysis. Wang et al. [143] compute the approximated output of PHP code and identify
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the constant strings visible from a browser for translation. Both do not aim to analyze
multiple variants of embedded code in JS or CSS. Several string taint-analysis techniques
were built for PHP web programs and software-security problems [80, 145, 151, 153, 6].
In general, those approaches compute the output of the server code. However, they are
limited in supporting the analysis of the semantics of the client code. We plan to provide
foundational analyses that cross the client and server sides and multiple languages.
Outside the web context, there has been significant research on analyzing generators
and guaranteeing invariants for the generated code [29, 63, 64, 108]. Staged programming
languages such as MetaML integrate generators inside the language and can guarantee
well-typedness of a program across all stages [75, 134]. They can give precise guarantees,
but are only applicable with restricted, well-designed meta languages, not for arbitrary
PHP/JS computations.
String embedding of DSLs is another form of two-stage computations [46], in which
a string, such as an SQL command, is constructed in the host language and subse-
quently executed by a DSL interpreter. Here, the DSL code appears as string literals
in a host language without IDE support, just as HTML code appears as strings in PHP.
While other DSL-implementation approaches (e.g., pure embedded [65], extensible lan-
guages [41], external DSLs [79]) can potentially provide support for navigating DSL code,
our infrastructure is applicable for simple string embedding as well.
2.2.3 Symbolic Execution
Symbolic execution was initially proposed as a program testing approach [81]. More
recently, many forms of dynamic symbolic execution have been proposed to work around
undecidability problems by combining symbolic execution with testing to guide the exe-
cution to parts of a program [26, 27, 52, 130]. We use a simple form of symbolic execution
to explore many possible executions in a web application to produce possible outputs for
further analysis.
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2.2.4 Variability-Aware Parsing and Analysis
There is a community of researchers analyzing highly-configurable systems. The
challenge of parsing all configurations of C code without preprocessing it first led to
significant research on parsing, initially with restrictions or heuristics [20, 114] and then
in a sound and complete fashion supporting arbitrary use of conditional compilation with
our parser-combinator framework TypeChef [78] and later with a modified LR parser [50].
For an overview of this field, see a survey [135].
An abstract syntax tree with variations (either optional or choice nodes [42]) is
a common abstraction for further variability-aware analysis over large configuration
spaces [19, 25, 77, 85, 135], typically targeted at analyzing all configurations of a soft-
ware product line without resorting to a brute-force approach of analyzing each config-
uration separately. Variability-aware analysis can be sound and complete with regard
to analyzing all configurations separately. A common strategy to avoid reimplementing
variability-aware versions of existing analyses is to reencode the build-time variability
as runtime variability and use existing analysis mechanisms that can handle runtime
variations, such as model checking [13, 116, 136].
Summary. Although there is a rich literature on web application analysis, existing
works are still disconnected and are usually applied for a single language. They face
fundamental barriers when dealing with the multilingual nature of dynamic web appli-
cations with embedded client code. Several techniques exist to target different aspects
related to web applications such as string analysis, symbolic execution, and variability-
aware parsing; however, they have not formed a systematic approach to target the core
challenges of analyzing web applications. All of the above approaches either fail to ad-
dress or only partially address the challenges in dynamic web applications discussed in
Section 1.2. The goal of this thesis is to address that gap.
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CHAPTER 3. OUTPUT-ORIENTED SYMBOLIC
EXECUTION
This section explains our output-oriented symbolic execution for PHP web appli-
cations [105, 102]. To analyze a web application, both the server-side code and the
generated client-side code need to be examined. Therefore, our goal is to use symbolic
execution to identify how the client-side code will be generated in all possible execu-
tions of the server-side generator. We store the result of symbolic execution with a
representation that we call D-Model [105], which compactly represents different possible
variants of the output (or generated client-side code). Let us first explain the D-Model
representation and then describe our symbolic execution to generate a D-Model.
3.1 D-Model: Representation of Outputs
Definition 1 A D-Model is an ordered tree, in which the leaf nodes represent concrete
or symbolic values, and the inner nodes represent the computations on those values.
There are two kinds of leaf nodes:
• A Literal node represents a concrete string value (e.g., “Welcome”).
• A Symbolic node represents an unresolved string value (e.g., data from user input).
There are two kinds of inner nodes:
• A Concat node represents a value that is concatenated from the values correspond-
ing to the sub-trees under that node. The order of the sub-trees represents the order
of the concatenation operation.
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• A Select node represents a value that could be selected from the values correspond-
ing to its sub-trees depending a condition.
A node on a D-Model also contains information about its associated PHP expression
and its original location in the server-side code (e.g., a Literal node is associated with a
PHP string constant in the source code, and a Select node is associated with the PHP
expression for its condition).
D-Model is used to represent any value resulted from a symbolic execution on any
portion of the server-side PHP code (it can also be used for other server-side languages
such as JSP and ASP). The D-Model for an entire PHP page is composed by the D-
Models resulted from the intermediate computations during a symbolic execution of the
PHP expressions of that page. That is, our approach creates D-Models to represent
possible values of intermediate computations and combines them into larger D-Models
for later computations. We also track the origin locations of all string values. By
performing symbolic execution on a PHP page, our approach approximates all possible
outputs/client-side pages with a single D-Model.
For illustration, we use a slightly larger example than the one in the first chapter to
illustrate our concepts. Figure 3.1 shows an example PHP web application adapted from
AddressBook-6.2.12. The main program (Figure 3.1a) generates different HTML input
fields in an HTML form and different definitions of two JS functions with the same name
update, depending on whether the AJAX option is enabled. The top and bottom parts
of the page are generated by the files in Figures 3.1b and 3.1c, respectively. Note that
the client code (written in HTML, JS, CSS) often appears in the server code as string
literals or inline code (which is separated from PHP code by the directive <?php...?> and
is sent verbatim to the client side when the PHP program is executed).
Figure 3.2 displays a D-Model that represents the output of the index.php page. The
root node of the D-Model is a Concat node, representing that the corresponding output of
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<?php 
include("header.php"); 
echo '<form method="' . $_GET['method'] . '" name="searchform">'; 
if ($ajax) 
      $input = '<input ... onkeyup="update()" />'; 
else 
      $input = '<input ... onkeyup="update()" />' . 
                      '<input type="submit" />'; 
echo $input; 
echo '</form>'; 
?> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 
<?php if ($ajax) { ?> 
      function update() { ... 
      } 
      </script> 
<?php } else { ?> 
      function update() { ... 
      } 
      </script> 
<?php } ?> 
<?php include("footer.php"); ?>
(a) index.php
<html ... <?php if ($rtl) echo 'dir="rtl"'; ?>> ... 
      <style type="text/css"> 
      <?php if ($rtl) { ?> 
            #footer { float: left; } 
       <?php } ?> ... 
      </style> ... 
 <body> ...
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7
(b) header.php
      <div id="footer"> ... </div> 
</body> 
</html>
1 
2 
3
(c) footer.php
Figure 3.1 An example PHP program with call-graph edges for embedded client code
(string literals and inline client code are highlighted in blue)
this PHP page is concatenated from multiple values. Some of the values can be selected
from alternative values, which are represented by the sub-trees of a Select node. For
example, the left and right sub-trees under the Select node α ($rtl) represent the string
literal dir=“rtl" and an empty string, corresponding to the two cases that the configuration
option $rtl evaluates to TRUE or not. We use Greek letters to represent symbolic values in
the conditions of Select nodes or unknown values in Symbolic nodes (e.g., $_GET[‘method’]).
3.2 Symbolic Execution to Approximate Outputs
3.2.1 Key Ideas
We develop a symbolic execution engine called PhpSync to approximate all possible
alternatives of the output of a PHP web application. Our key insight is that although the
number of concrete outputs may be infinite, there are usually a finite number of structures
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α ($rtl)
CONCAT
dir= rtl 
<html
empty
>
α ($rtl)
#footer {float: left;}
<style=  text/css >
empty
</style>
β ($ajax)
<input  onkeyup= update()  />
<body><form method= 
</form>
<script type= 
 text/javascript  
...
<input  onkeyup= update()  />
<input type= submit  />
CONCAT
CONCAT
CONCAT
LiteralCONCAT SELECT
Φ ($_GET[ method ])
  name= searchform >
SymbolicLegend:
Figure 3.2 D-Model representation for the output of the PHP program in Figure 3.1
on a web page that we can derive. During execution, PhpSync considers all unknown
values, such as user input and data from a database, as symbolic values (represented by
D-Model Symbolic nodes). When reaching control-flow decisions, it explores all possible
paths, keeping track of the current path condition and ignores executions with infeasible
path constraints. Note that output fragments can be concrete, produced from string
literals inside the PHP code (possibly after several reassignments, concatenation, and
other string processing steps), or symbolic. During symbolic execution, we track all
output of the executed PHP code and record the path constraint under which each output
fragment was produced. Additionally, we track the origin location of each string literal
such that we can map all output back to the original PHP literals. The result of symbolic
execution is a D-Model representing the number of possible client-side implementations
generated from the PHP code, in which each character or symbolic value has a path
constraint and origin information. Our symbolic executor processes a PHP page using
specific rules and repeats this process on other pages to approximate the output of all
pages in a web application.
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3.2.2 Evaluation Rules
We use the following notation to describe our technique. V is the set of all values
(including special values represented by D-Models). C is the set of all control codes that
represents the returned values of statements (e.g., ‘RETURN’ or ‘BREAK’). S, E, and N
are the sets of all statements, expressions, and identifiers, respectively. Π is the set of
all path constraints; each constraint is a propositional formula. P(S) is the powerset of
a set S. We use small letters for elements of a set (e.g., s ∈ S is a statement).
Figure 3.3 shows the key evaluation rules. During symbolic execution, we maintain
a program state (V , pi) where the value store V : N 7→ V is a (total) function mapping
a variable/function name to its value (uninitialized variables have a ⊥ value), and the
path constraint pi encodes the branch decisions taken to reach the current state. For
a statement s, a rule 〈〈s,V , pi〉〉 → 〈〈c,V ′, pi′〉〉 denotes that the execution of s changes
the program state from (V , pi) to (V ′, pi′). The returned value c is a control code: It
returns ‘OK’ if there was no control-flow breaking instruction in s (i.e., the next sequential
statement can be executed) and other control codes (e.g., ‘RETURN’) otherwise. For an
expression e, a rule 〈e,V , pi〉 → 〈v,V ′, pi′〉 denotes that the evaluation of e results in a new
program state and returns a (non-control) value v. We use addOutput to record a string
or symbolic value in the output (under a path constraint). Other notation and auxiliary
functions are listed at the end of Figure 3.3. PhpSync processes PHP statements and
expressions as follows.
Variable access (rule 1). When a variable is accessed for a computation, PhpSync
looks up its value in the value store V .
Assignments (rule 2). PhpSync computes the value of the right-hand-side expres-
sion and updates the value store V with this new value of the variable on the left-hand
side of the assignment. The computed value is represented by a D-Model (or a Literal
node if the right-hand-side expression is a string literal).
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Initialization:
V(x) =⊥ pi = TRUE
1. Variable Access:
v = V(n)
〈$n,V, pi〉 → 〈v,V, pi〉
2. Assignment:
〈e,V, pi〉 → 〈v,V ′, pi〉
〈$n = e,V, pi〉 → 〈v,V ′[n 7→ v], pi〉
3. If Statement:
〈e,V, pi〉 → 〈v,V ′, pi〉 pi′ = whenEqual(v,TRUE) isSat(pi ∧ pi′) isSat(pi ∧ ¬pi′)
〈〈s1,V ′, pi ∧ pi′〉〉 → 〈〈c1,V1, pi ∧ pi′〉〉 〈〈s2,V ′, pi ∧ ¬pi′〉〉 → 〈〈c2,V2, pi ∧ ¬pi′〉〉
V3(x) = select(pi′,V1(x),V2(x))
〈〈if (e) s1 else s2,V, pi〉〉 → 〈〈select(pi′, c1, c2),V3, pi〉〉
〈e,V, pi〉 → 〈v,V ′, pi〉 pi′ = whenEqual(v,TRUE) ¬isSat(pi ∧ ¬pi′)
〈〈s1,V ′, pi〉〉 → 〈〈c1,V1, pi〉〉
〈〈if (e) s1 else s2,V, pi〉〉 → 〈〈c1,V1, pi〉〉
〈e,V, pi〉 → 〈v,V ′, pi〉 pi′ = whenEqual(v,TRUE) ¬isSat(pi ∧ pi′)
〈〈s2,V ′, pi〉〉 → 〈〈c2,V2, pi〉〉
〈〈if (e) s1 else s2,V, pi〉〉 → 〈〈c2,V2, pi〉〉
4. Function Declaration:
λ is a pointer to function n($n1, ..., $nm){s}
〈〈function n($n1, ..., $nm){s},V, pi〉〉 → 〈〈OK,V[n 7→ λ], pi〉〉
5. Function Invocation:
λ = V0(n) λ is a pointer to function n($n1, ..., $nm){s}
〈ei,Vi−1, pi〉 → 〈vi,Vi, pi〉, ∀i ∈ [1..m] Vf (x) =
{
vi if x = ni⊥ otherwise
〈〈s,Vf , pi〉〉 → 〈〈c,Vf ′ , pi〉〉
〈n(e1, ..., em),V0, pi〉 → 〈Vf ′(‘RET’),Vm, pi〉
6. Return Statement:
〈e,V, pi〉 → 〈v,V ′, pi〉
〈〈return e,V, pi〉〉 → 〈〈RETURN,V ′[‘RET’ 7→ v], pi〉〉
Figure 3.3 Evaluation rules for output-oriented symbolic execution
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7. Block of Statements:
〈〈s1,V, pi〉〉 → 〈〈c1,V1, pi〉〉 pi′ = whenEqual(c1,OK)
isSat(pi ∧ pi′) 〈〈s2,V1, pi ∧ pi′〉〉 → 〈〈c2,V2, pi ∧ pi′〉〉
V3(x) = select(pi′,V2(x),V1(x))
〈〈s1s2,V, pi〉〉 → 〈〈select(pi′, c2, c1),V3, pi〉〉
8. While Statement:
〈〈if (e) {s while (e) s},V, pi〉〉 → 〈〈c,V ′, pi〉〉
〈〈while (e) s,V, pi〉〉 → 〈〈c,V ′, pi〉〉
9. Include Expression:
〈e,V, pi〉 → 〈v,V1, pi〉 〈〈s,V1, pi〉〉 → 〈〈c,V2, pi〉〉
s =
{
parseF ile(v) if v is a concrete value
empty statement otherwise
〈〈include e,V, pi〉〉 → 〈〈V2(‘RET’),V2, pi〉〉
10. Infix Expression:
〈e1,V, pi〉 → 〈v1,V1, pi〉 〈e2,V1, pi〉 → 〈v2,V2, pi〉
v =
{
concat(v1, v2) if op is concatenation
symbolic(e1 op e2) otherwise
〈e1 op e2,V, pi〉 → 〈v,V2, pi〉
11. Echo Statement:
〈e,V, pi〉 → 〈v,V ′, pi〉 addOutput(v, pi)
〈〈echo e,V, pi〉〉 → 〈〈OK,V ′, pi〉〉
Notation and auxiliary functions:
- 7→ denotes total functions.
- g = f [x 7→ y] denotes a function same as f except that g(x) = y.
- symbolic(e) returns a fresh symbolic value mapped to an expression e.
- select(pi, v1, v2) returns an alternative value of v1 or v2 depending on pi.
- concat(v1, v2) returns a concatenation of v1 and v2.
- isSat(pi) returns TRUE if pi is satisfiable and FALSE otherwise.
- whenEqual(v, v′) returns the constraint under which v equals v′, e.g.
whenEqual(select(α,TRUE,FALSE),TRUE) returns α,
whenEqual(select(α > 1,TRUE,FALSE),TRUE) returns (fresh) β.
- parseF ile(v) parses a PHP file v and returns the parsed program.
- addOutput(v, pi) records value v under constraint pi in the output.
Figure 3.3 (Continued)
Symbolic execution rules on PHP code to build D-Models
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$message =   ;
  ( message ) =   
  ( message ) =   
  ( message ) =  Welcome admin! 
  ( message ) =  Access denied. 
  ( message ) = select(μ,  Welcome admin! , 
 Access denied. )
  ( message ) =   
μ: $_GET[ user ] ==  admin 
if ($_GET[ user ] ==  admin ) {
     $message =  Welcome admin! ;
} else {
     $message =  Access denied. ;
}
...
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Figure 3.4 Executing conditional statements
Conditional statements (rule 3). If the path constraints of both branches of an if
statement are satisfiable, we explore both branches. The function whenEqual(v,TRUE) is
used to compute the constraint where a value v (evaluated from the if condition) evaluates
to TRUE. For example, the conditions on lines 2 and 7 of Figure 3.4 are both resolved
into α == ‘admin’ where α is the symbolic value for $_GET[’user’]; thus, we evaluate the
both conditions into the same (fresh) symbolic value µ (to simplify constraint checking).
Modifications to the value store V take effect in the corresponding branch only. After
executing the branches, we update the value store with the combined values from the
two branches together with their corresponding constraints. To represent that a variable
may have multiple values depending on a path constraint, we use a D-Model Select
node (select(pi, v1, v2)) to represent a selection between value v1 if the path constraint pi
evaluates to TRUE and v2 otherwise (we also use Select for control codes). Note that if the
path constraint of one of the branches is unsatisfiable, we execute the other (satisfiable)
branch only. As an illustration, in Figure 3.4, the variable $message after line 6 has two
alternative values from both branches.
Functions (rules 4–6). Similar to concrete execution, PhpSync evaluates a func-
tion call in three steps (if the source code is available; otherwise, it returns a symbolic
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value): First, it sets up a new context/call stack for the function and passes the actual
parameters to the formal parameters of the function. Second, it executes the function
body and records all returned values (here represented by a special variable named ‘RET’)
encountered when exploring different paths in the function. Third, the returned value(s)
are propagated to the call site of the function. The details are shown in rules 4–6. Note
that for scalability, PhpSync does not execute a recursive function call.
Block of statements (rule 7). In a block of statements, the returned control
code after executing a statement can be ‘OK’, indicating that the next statement can be
executed, or other control codes otherwise (e.g., ‘RETURN’ for a return statement). Note
that the returned control code can also represented by a D-Model Select node (e.g., the
returned code of an if statement). Therefore, after each statement, we compute the path
constraint under which the next statements can be executed (i.e., the constraint with
which the returned control code equals ‘OK’) and execute them under that restricted
constraint. After executing the block, we update the value store similarly to the case
of an if statement. If the computed constraint is not satisfiable, we simply stop the
execution for that block (not shown). In rule 7, we show the algorithm for a block of
two statements. Note that the rule for a block with more statements can be generalized
from this rule.
Loops (rule 8). We execute a loop by modeling the loop as recursively nested if
statements with the same condition and body code. We first applying the rule for an if
statement to execute the first iteration and then recursively execute the next iterations in
the same manner. If the loop contains control-flow breaking instructions (such as break,
continue, or exit), we either abort the loop (for break, return, and exit) or continue the next
iteration (for continue) in their respective constraints (not shown). For scalability, we
typically limit the number of iterations at one (i.e., the loop terminates after at most
one iteration).
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Dynamically included files (rule 9). A PHP program can dynamically include
other files. During symbolic execution, we execute these files if the file names can be
resolved to concrete values. Since include is an expression in PHP, we treat the returned
value of include similarly to the returned value of a function call.
Computing the output (rules 10–11). The output of a PHP program is usually
a concatenation of multiple string values and is printed out through echo/print statements
or inline HTML code. To keep track of concatenations, we use a D-Model Concat node
(concat(v1, v2)) to represent a concatenation of two (possibly symbolic) values v1 and v2
(rule 10). At echo/print statements or inline HTML code, we simply record the computed
value v of expression e for the output in the corresponding path constraint (rule 11).
(An echo e statement is a concatenation of the value of e with the current output, i.e. it
can be treated as an equivalent assignment $OUTPUT = $OUTPUT . e, where $OUTPUT
is a special variable representing the current output.) The use of Concat values and Select
values allows us to track the symbolic output with conditional fragments efficiently.
Limitations. We have made several design strategies to our symbolic-execution
engine so that it can scale when computing all possible outputs of a PHP web application.
Because of these simplifications, the engine has several limitations. Currently, we handle
common PHP constructs and functions only since the PHP APIs are large. Specifically,
(1) we have limited support for control-breaking statements (e.g., BREAK, RETURN, EXIT)
or operations with objects and arrays in the presence of symbolic or conditional values,
and (2) we implement infix expressions with the concatenation operator only since we are
interested in the string output of a program (for other operators, we create fresh symbolic
values to represent the results—for instance, we track α > 1 as a new symbolic value
β). Because of the conservative approximations with symbolic values and the limitations
of external constraint solvers (especially with strings and objects/arrays), the engine
may explore some infeasible paths. It runs exactly one iteration of each loop and skips
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recursive function calls. Our approach also does not handle well library function calls
in the presence of symbolic and conditional values since their source code is unavailable.
Similarly, if the currently executed file invokes another file (by using the PHP expression
include) and the expression for the file is resolved to a symbolic value, the engine is
unable to execute that file. Because of these limitations, the symbolic-execution engine
is unsound and incomplete. Nonetheless, our design strategies allow the engine to scale
to real-world web applications.
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CHAPTER 4. PARSING CONDITIONAL SYMBOLIC
OUTPUT
To enable analysis on the generated client code, we first need to parse the output
computed from the symbolic execution on the server-side code into a conditional DOM
called VarDOM that compactly represents all variations of the generated client-side code.
Let us first describe the VarDOM and subsequently explain how we derive it from the
textual output of symbolic execution with variability-aware parsing [101].
4.1 VarDOM: Representation for Conditional DOM
<html>
<style> <body>
<form>
<input> <input> <input>
<script>
β !β !β
β
function 
update() {  }
!β
function 
update() {  }
α
#footer { float:left; }
dir: "rtl"α
id: "footer"<div>
onkeyup: "update()"
onkeyup: "update()"
type: "submit"
L6, Fig. 3.1a
L8, Fig. 3.1a
L16-17, Fig. 3.1a L20-21, Fig. 3.1a
L4, Fig. 3.1b
L1, Fig. 3.1c
<Element> HTML element
HTML text
Cond
HTML attributeName: Value
Condition node
Attribute of an 
element
DOM structure
Text
Document
Document HTML document
<script>
L14-18, Fig. 3.1a L14-22, Fig. 3.1a
α: $rtl β: $ajax
Figure 4.1 VarDOM: conditional representation for the client-side code of the PHP
program in Figure 3.1
Just as the DOM represents the hierarchical syntactic structure of a web page with
nested nodes of four types (HTML elements, attributes, text, and comments), a VarDOM
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represents the tree structure of a web page with variations. The key difference is that
in a VarDOM all elements can be conditional, that is, they are part of the web page
only given a specific condition called presence condition. We model conditional elements
with condition nodes in the tree, where the condition node holds the presence condition
for its subtree, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Note how this representation can compactly
represent variations within similar pages; in our running example, possible client-side
pages differ with regard to input fields depending on whether AJAX is enabled, but all
pages share the same <html> and <body> elements. Conceptually, it is possible to move
condition nodes up the VarDOM hierarchy by replicating code fragments yielding a less
compact representation (see the choice calculus for a formal treatment [42]).
4.2 Variability-Aware Parsing to Construct VarDOM
To transform the character stream into a VarDOM that represents the structures of
the client-side implementation, we use variability-aware parsing. Since the output of
symbolic execution contains conditional characters (only printed under given path con-
straints) and symbolic characters, parsing is challenging. A regular parser can only be
used on code without conditional text and therefore would not be able to parse such out-
put. Fortunately, the problem resembles closely the challenge of parsing unpreprocessed
C code that still contains #if directives, which has been solved recently [78]. To illustrate
the similarities, we list the output of symbolic execution as code with #if directives in
Figure 4.2.
In Figure 4.2, the path constraints are represented using #ifdef preprocessor direc-
tives. Next to a path constraint, we also show the source code of the corresponding PHP
expression in a comment. (For readability, we omit origin information in this listing.)
As can be seen in Figure 4.2, the texts on lines 3, 8, 14, 16, and 17 are optional de-
pending on a condition, whereas the other parts are always present in the output. The
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1 <html
2 #if α // $rtl
3 dir="rtl"
4 #endif
5 >
6 <style type="text/css">
7 #if α // $rtl
8 #footer {float : left ;}
9 #endif
10 </style>
11 <body>
12 <form method="Φ" name="searchform">
13 #if β // $ajax
14 <input ... onkeyup="update()"/>
15 #else
16 <input ... onkeyup="update()"/>
17 <input type="submit" />
18 #endif
19 </form>
20 <script type="text/javascript"> ...
Figure 4.2 An excerpt of the conditional output of the PHP program in Figure 3.1
represented with conditional-compilation directives (converted from the D–
Model in Figure 3.2). Greek letters represent symbolic values.
output contains not only concrete strings but also symbolic values (e.g., Φ). Note that
this (conditional, symbolic) output contains only textual information without syntactic
information, i.e. all parts are treated as text regardless of whether they contain HTML,
JS, or CSS code.
Next, we explain how we will use TypeChef to parse this text into a VarDOM with
a lexer, a SAX parser, and a DOM parser.
1. Lexer. From symbolic execution’s output (a D-Model), the lexer produces a
sequence of conditional characters. The condition of each character is derived from the
path constraint under which the output was produced during symbolic execution (repre-
sented with #if directives in Figure 4.2). We preserve the same formalism for formulas
and satisfiability checking used during symbolic execution (propositional formulas and
SAT solvers in our implementation). The lexer produces a special string value SYM for
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<form method="Φ" name="searchform">
#if β //'$ajax' 
<input ... onkeyup="update()"></input>
#else
<input ... onkeyup="update()"></input>
<input type="submit" /></input>
#endif
</form>
Output with variability
Variability-
Aware HTML 
SAX Parser
Sequence of conditional characters
Sequence of conditional tokens
OpenTag (form)
Variability-
Aware Lexer
<
True
f
True
o
True
r
True
m
True
<
β
i
β
n
β
p
β
<
!β
i
!β
n
!β
m
True
 ..
 ..
 ..
 ..
OpenTag (input)β
CloseTag (input)β
OpenTag (input)!β
CloseTag (form)
 ..
<form>
<input> <input> <input>
β !β !β
onkeyup: "update()"
onkeyup: "update()"
type: "submit"
Document
method: "SYM"method: "SYM"
name: "searchform"
name: "searchform"
VarDOM (excerpt)
Variability-
Aware HTML 
DOM Parser
>
True
r
True
u
β
t
β
 ..
o
True
L4, Fig. 3.1a
L4, Fig. 3.1a
D
o
cu
m
e
n
t
L4, Fig. 3.1a
L4, Fig. 3.1a
SYM
True
 ..
Figure 4.3 Parsing output with variability to build a VarDOM
symbolic values in the output and propagates origin locations from the PHP code for
every individual character. We exemplify the step for our example in Figure 4.3.
2. SAX parser. To deal with the complexity of HTML, we proceed in two steps
common in HTML parsers. The first step recognizes nodes and their attributes in a
flat structure (SAX-style parsing) whereas the second step builds a tree from those
nodes (DOM parser). The SAX parser takes the stream of conditional characters and
produces a list of conditional nodes. Nodes can be opening tags with a name and possibly
conditional attributes (e.g., <div id=‘i’>), closing tags with a name (e.g., </div>), or
text fragments containing possibly conditional characters. The parser accepts symbolic
tokens in text, as tag names, as attribute names, as attribute values, or as whitespace.
As seen in Figure 4.3, this parsing step produces a very shallow parse tree of a document
with a list of conditional tags, texts, and comments, of which start tags can contain
conditional attributes, and texts/comments can contain conditional characters. The
parser framework propagates origin locations and presence conditions.
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3. DOM parser. In the next parsing step, we use the document’s list of conditional
nodes from the previous step as conditional token sequence for the subsequent DOM
parser. The DOM parser itself is simple, since it recognizes only a tree structure based
on matching starting and closing tags. However, the context-sensitive nature of checking
well-formedness in HTML requires matching names in opening and closing tags, for
which we wrote a simple combinator. Again, the parser framework propagates origin
locations and presence conditions. In the VarDOM of our running example, exemplified
in Figure 4.3, the first input field is guarded by condition node β ($ajax), and the other
input fields are guarded by condition nodes ¬β (!$ajax). (Note that we simply propagate
attributes inside nodes and variations inside text nodes from the SAX parser.)
Reporting parsing errors. During parsing, the two parsers reject ill-formed
HTML code (the first parser rejects invalid syntax of tags and attributes and the second
parser rejects invalid nesting and missing closing tags). In each case, the parsers report
a conditional error message for invalid configurations (with location information tracked
from the initial PHP code) and a parse tree for the remaining configurations.For exam-
ple, the HTML DOM parser would report a missing closing tag for <div> in line 2 in the
example below in the configurations with $C evaluating to true.
PHP code: Output of symbolic execution:
1 if ($C)
2 $div = '<div>';
3 else
4 $div = '' ;
5 echo '<form>' . $div . '</form>';
1 <form>
2 #if α // '$C'
3 <div>
4 #endif
5 </form>
Although relaxed or error-recovering parsing is conceptually possible, rejecting ill-formed
code has the additional benefit of being able to report client-side errors during devel-
opment while embedded in server-side code. In addition, we could easily check validity
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and other invariants on top of the VarDOM representation, reporting conditional error
messages when structural assumptions are violated.
Assumptions and limitations. The output of symbolic execution may contain
symbolic values representing a potentially infinite number of possible client-side pro-
grams. The symbolic execution engine however explores only a finite number of paths
in the server-side code (due to our simplifications with regard to loops and recursion,
see Section 3), which allows us to parse the output into a structure with a finite number
of variations expressed through condition nodes, assuming that symbolic values do not
affect the output’s structure. Specifically, we assume that symbolic values produce tag
names, attribute names, or attribute values when used in that location and produce
well-formed HTML fragments otherwise (in which case we can parse it as text or white
space). For example, we fundamentally could not parse the output ‘<div>Ψ’ if we had to
assume that Ψ might provide the closing tag. Although it is easy to construct artificial
examples that we cannot parse, we have not seen a code fragment in practice in which
a symbolic value (e.g., from user input or another source of nondeterminism) affected
the structural well-formedness of produced client-side code. In addition, to avoid the
possible combinatorial explosion of alternatives, we enforce that HTML elements within
the alternatives must have the same type (e.g., an HTML opening <div> tag in the TRUE
branch goes with an HTML opening <div> tag in the FALSE branch).
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CHAPTER 5. FOUNDATION FOR CROSS-LANGUAGE
PROGRAM ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
The VarDOM representation captures all DOM variants of the output of a server-
side program and allows us to analyze the embedded code written in HTML/JS/CSS. In
this section, we discuss novel concepts, techniques, and tools for cross-language program
analysis in PHP web applications, including (1) building call graphs for embedded client
code in different languages [101, 103], (2) computing cross-language program slices [102],
and (3) computing a novel test coverage criterion called output coverage that aids testers
in creating effective test suites for detecting output-related bugs.
5.1 Building Call Graphs for Embedded Client Code
The VarDOM is the basis for all subsequent analyses to build conditional call graphs
that can be used for tool support. Even though not executable, we interpret relationships
among HTML and CSS elements as call-graph edges as well, since they equally provide a
foundation for corresponding editor services. In general, a conditional call graph consists
of nodes reflecting positions in the server-side code. (Technically, a node can refer to
multiple positions in the source code if it was concatenated from multiple string liter-
als.) and edges representing relationships among those nodes (calls, corresponding tags,
affected CSS rules, and so forth). Edges in a conditional call graph can have a presence
condition, meaning that the node is related to another node only in certain executions
of the server-side program. For example, an opening HTML tag can be closed by two
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different closing tags resulting in two conditional call-graph edges, as illustrated with the
script tag in our running example (see Figure 3.1). As usual, call graph edges can be
navigated in both directions for different editor services, e.g., “jump to declaration” ver-
sus “find usage”. If the server-side code has multiple entry points (e.g., multiple .php files
a user can call), we build VarDOMs and analyze each entry separately and subsequently
merge all call graphs, in which the nodes point to the same PHP code locations.
We illustrate three analyses to extract conditional call graphs for IDE support in
HTML (“jump to opening/closing tag”), CSS (“jump to affected nodes” and “find appli-
cable CSS rules”), and JS (“jump to declaration”), each while embedded in server-side
code [101, 103].
5.1.1 Supporting HTML Jumps
We develop a call graph for HTML by defining HTML jumps from a source to a
target, in which the source is an HTML opening tag and the target is its corresponding
closing tag (either the entire tag or the name of the tag). This type of jump is useful
in helping developers understand the structures of HTML tags that would be produced
by their PHP program and find closing elements especially if they are generated from
different PHP files, such as the body tag in our running example.
Building call-graph edges for HTML jumps is straightforward. We simply traverse the
VarDOM and look up the origin locations of the opening and closing tags of each element
(as explained in Section 4.2, tokens representing opening and closing tags produced by
the SAX parser are used in the DOM parser). We create a call-graph edge between
those locations with a presence condition reflecting the element’s presence condition in
the VarDOM (i.e., a conjunction of all condition nodes between the element and the
VarDOM’s root). When an element has alternative opening or closing tags, it occurs
repeatedly in the VarDOM under alternative presence conditions (e.g., the two <script>
elements in Figures 3.1 and 4.1).
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5.1.2 Supporting CSS Jumps
CSS code consists of CSS rules to define styles for HTML elements. We create call-
graph edges (or jumps) between CSS rules and all HTML elements selected by them, to
support navigation among those elements within server-side code, similar to the debug-
ging facilities that many browsers provide for generated client-side code.
VarDOM
Extract
CSS Code
CSS code with variability
(Sequence of conditional characters)
<style>
α
#footer 
{float:left;}
.news 
{color:blue;}
#
α
Variability-Aware
CSS Parser
StyleSheet
α
CSS AST with variability
Rule
Selector(".news")
Declaration("color:blue")
f o o t
. n e w s
True
...
...
...
Rule
Selector("#footer")
Declaration("float:left")
...
Figure 5.1 Parsing CSS code with variability
Unlike our HTML-jump analysis in which opening and closing tags are directly avail-
able in the VarDOM, we need to extract CSS rules from text fragments in the VarDOM—
typically from <style> tags and from included (potentially generated) files. Notice that
each CSS fragment is a sequence of conditional characters, in which we preserved the
presence condition of the originating HTML element, and which may contain symbolic
values. To analyze the CSS code with its variations, we wrote another variability-aware
parser with TypeChef to recognize CSS as a list of conditional rules (ignoring symbolic
values as white space), illustrated in Figure 5.1. The parser framework propagates origin
locations and presence conditions.
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After parsing, we only need to match the selector of each CSS rule against the Var-
DOM nodes. We create a call-graph edge for every match in the VarDOM, each with a
presence condition that conjuncts the presence condition of the CSS rule with the pres-
ence condition of the matched HTML element. Edges with infeasible presence conditions
can be filtered as far as the used formalism supports it. We reimplemented the matching
algorithm for the most common selectors (class selectors, id selectors, element selectors,
and nested selectors), implementing remaining selectors is technically straightforward
following the specifications of CSS [141]. We list the CSS-related call-graph edge for our
running example in Figure 3.1.
5.1.3 Conditional JS Call Graph
To build a conditional call graph for JS, in general, we can develop a variability-aware
analysis from scratch in line with our solution for CSS. However, due to the complexity
of building call graphs already for non-embedded JS code without conditional parts [44],
we want to reuse existing infrastructures for building JS call graph. Our key idea is to
reencode JS code with generation-time variability as JS code with runtime variability, in
which the presence conditions of JS code are encoded as the conditions of regular JS if
statements enclosing those code elements. After transforming the code into regular JS
code (still tracking origin locations), we reuse WALA, an existing state-of-the-art tool for
building a JS call graph [142]. Through consistent origin tracking, we can translate the
identified call-graph nodes and edges back to their location in the VarDOM and hence
also back to the original string literals in PHP code. We derive presence conditions
for call-graph edges from the presence conditions of the involved VarDOM nodes, again
filtering infeasible edges. Our goal is to provide editor support for JS code embedded in
server-side code for every call-graph edge that WALA finds on the generated JS code.
1. Parsing JS code. As for CSS, we first extract all JS code fragments from
text elements the VarDOM. Specifically, we collect the content of HTML <script> tags,
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linked JS files, and all event handlers, such as onload and onclick. Again, we build a
variability-aware JS parser on top of the TypeChef framework that accepts a sequence
of conditional characters and produces a JS parse tree with conditional nodes (ignoring
symbolic values). We follow the JS grammar specification [39], but ignore the context-
sensitive semicolon-inserting feature in our prototype. To simplify subsequent steps, we
push up conditional nodes to the level of statements, that is, variations inside statements
are expanded to two alternative statements.
2. Reencoding variability. After parsing, we reencode generation-time varia-
tions (condition nodes with presence conditions in the AST) as runtime variations with
if statements. This strategy, named configuration lifting or variability encoding, has
been used in model checking and deductive verification of product lines to reuse anal-
ysis techniques that are oblivious to generation-time variations but can handle runtime
variations [116, 136, 13, 12]. We reencode variability with the following two key trans-
formation rules:
R1: Condition(cond, Statement(stmt)) →
IfStatement(String(cond), Statement(stmt))
R2: Condition(cond, FunctionDeclaration(name, params, body))
→ IfStatement(String(cond), ExpressionStatement(
AssignmentExpression(Identifier(name), "=",
FunctionExpression(params, body))))
Rule R1 reencodes a statement stmt under presence condition cond (if cond 6= true)
as a JS if statement with a condition representing cond and stmt in the then branch (e.g.,
lines 12–14 of Figure 5.2). Rule R2 for a function declaration similarly reencodes function
declaration as an equivalent assignment of a function expression inside an if statement
(e.g., lines 13 and 18 of Figure 5.2).
Conceptually, it is possible to prove that a reencoding maintains the execution se-
mantics of all configurations, e.g., by showing that the execution semantics of executing
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1 <html dir=``rtl">
2 <style type=``text/css">
3 #footer {float : left }
4 </style>
5 <body>
6 <form method="Φ" name="searchform">
7 <input ... onkeyup="if ('β') update()"/>
8 <input ... onkeyup="if ('!β ') update()"/>
9 <input type=``submit" />
10 </form>
11 <script type=``text/javascript">
12 if ( 'β ') {
13 update = function () {...}
14 }
15 </script>
16 <script>
17 if ( ' !β ') {
18 update = function () {...}
19 }
20 </script>
21 <div id=``footer"> ... </div>
22 </body>
23 </html>
Figure 5.2 Reencoding variability for JS code
the program is not affected by the reencoding in any configuration (where a configuration
would either remove unnecessary code at generation time or initialize the configuration
parameters equivalently to be interpreted at runtime). For our purpose, a strict no-
tion of correctness is not necessary, since we perform an unsound call-graph analysis
subsequently. It is sufficient to encode the program in a way that the analysis tool
can identify the correct call-graph edges; hence we checked correctness of our encoding
through testing only.
3. Reencoding HTML code. JS code can interact with the HTML DOM during
execution (check existence of an element, access its properties, and so forth), which the
used analysis framework WALA takes into account to some degree. WALA takes as
input an HTML document and turns it into pure JS code which generates the document
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using JS instruction document.createElement. WALA’s call graph building algorithm for
JS is then applied on this transformed JS code. Therefore, we reencode the entire HTML
code by removing all condition nodes from the VarDOM. The resulting HTML document
contains all possible alternative nodes in which all JS code is properly reencoded. This
reencoding of HTML is a crude approximation, but sufficient for WALA’s analysis in our
experience. For instance, we reencode our running example as in Figure 5.2 and analyze
it with WALA.
4. Call-graph generation with WALA. To create the actual call graph, we run
WALA for JS [142] on the reencoded HTML/JS code. We take WALA’s result as is
and track nodes back to their origin in the VarDOM and in the PHP code. We create
presence conditions for call-graph edges from the conjunction of the presence condition
of the two involved VarDOM nodes. In our running example, WALA in fact ignores
the conditions of the created if statements and creates a total of four call-graph edges
from each update call to each function declaration. However, since both update calls and
declarations depend on the same symbolic path condition in our example (i.e., we know
that expression $ajax has the same value β in both server-side if statements), two call-
graph edges receive infeasible presence condition β ∧¬β and can be discarded. We show
the JS call graph for our running example in Figure 3.1.
5.2 Cross-language Program Slicing
5.2.1 Concepts
In the literature, a (forward) program slice consists of the parts of a program that
may be affected by the values computed at a slicing criterion, which is a point of interest
typically specified by a program point and a set of variables [138]. Various program
slicing methods have been proposed [138], since different properties of slices might be
required for different applications. In this paper, we chose a class of program slicing
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that is based on data dependencies. This class is called thin slicing [132] as opposed to
traditional slicing based on both data and control dependencies, which typically produces
slices that are too large to be useful for human inspection. A full slice can always be
easily expanded from a thin slice [132]; we discuss this expansion in Section 5.2.3.5.
Specifically, we define a (forward, thin) program slice with respect to a slicing criterion
C (specified by the code location of a data entity) as a set of definitions and references
of data entities in the web application that have direct or indirect data-flow relations
from the value computed at C.
Table 5.1 Extension of data-flow relations for dynamic web applications
Relation Within one language Across languages
Def-use
(Def. to
ref. flow)
F1. A definition d and a reference
r of a variable v have a def-use re-
lation if there exists a control flow
from the statement containing d to
the statement containing r without
intervening redefinitions of v. Al-
ternatively stated, the definition of
v at statement Sd is a reaching def-
inition for Sr.
F3. A reference r and a definition d
have a cross-language def-use rela-
tion if r and d are written in differ-
ent languages, and r refers to the
entity defined at d. For instance,
the PHP variable $_POST[‘update’]
refers to the value of an HTML in-
put named ‘update’.
Info-flow
(Ref. to
def. flow)
F2. For a statement S, a reference
r of variable v1 has an information-
flow relation with a definition d of
variable v2 if the value of v1 on en-
try to S may affect the value of v2
on exit from S. As an example, in
the statement $x = $y + $z, the ref-
erences $y and $z have information-
flow relations with the definition $x.
F4. A reference r in language
L1 and a definition d in a dif-
ferent language L2 have a cross-
language information-flow relation
if r generates r∗, and r∗ forms
the code that is used in the com-
putation for the value of d. For
example, in the PHP code echo
“<input name=‘input1’ value =‘$x’>",
the value of the PHP variable $x is
assigned to the value of the HTML
input ‘input1’.
Types of data-flow relations. We propose a program-slicing technique for dy-
namic web applications that is based on the relations between the definitions and ref-
erences of data entities, namely definition-use (def-use) relations and information-flow
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(info-flow) relations [21], which are traditionally used for analyzing programs written in
a single language. In the context of dynamic web applications, we extend these relations
also for entities that are written in different languages (see Table 5.1).
5.2.2 Approach Overview
<form name=  login  >
        User ID: <input type=  text  name=  id  value= john  
onkeyup=  validate(this.value);  />
</form>
function validate(userid) {
     ...     
     xmlhttp.open( GET ,  user.php?id=  + userid, true);
     xmlhttp.send();
}
$userid = $_GET[`id ]
 
mysql_query( SELECT firstname FROM users WHERE id = 
$userid );
SELECT firstname FROM users WHERE id =    john
JavaScript code
HTML code
PHP code
SQL code
CLIENT SIDE SERVER SIDE
5
User input
Interaction points: 1 – HTML to JS, 4 – JS to PHP, 7 – PHP to SQL
Figure 5.3 Example of a cross-language program slice
As explained in the introduction, program slicing for dynamic web code faces several
challenges: (1) Data needs to be transferred back and forth between the server and client
sides; control and data flows across different languages need to be taken into account when
computing a program slice. (2) Client-side program entities (e.g., HTML input fields and
JS variables) are often embedded in PHP string literals or computed via various string
operations. (3) The control and data dependencies for the embedded code might be
governed by the conditions in the server-side code (i.e., some of the dependencies are
conditional). For illustration, Figure 5.3 shows an example of a cross-language program
slice from the value ‘john’ of an HTML <input> element.
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Figure 5.4 Overview of WebSlice
We propose WebSlice [102], an approach to compute program slices in a PHP web
application. WebSlice proceeds in four main steps: (1) performing symbolic execution
on the PHP code to approximate its output as well as constructing the data flows for
server-side code in PHP and SQL, (2) parsing and analyzing the output to construct the
data flows for client-side code in HTML and JS, (3) connecting the data flows across
different languages, and (4) computing a slice given a slicing criterion. Figure 5.4 gives
an overview of these steps.
Step 1—Symbolic execution for data-flow analysis. The goal is two-fold: (1)
to approximate the output of a PHP program so that the data flows within embedded
client code can be analyzed in later steps and (2) to construct the data flows within
the server-side code. For approximating the output, we reuse our symbolic-execution
engine [105]. Symbolic execution explores different paths in a PHP program and com-
putes/propagates the values of definitions and references of data entities. Conveniently,
this process allows us to track the data flows within the server-side code. Since we need
our symbolic execution engine anyway to approximate the output, we reuse and extend
it with new mechanisms to record the data flows within PHP as well as SQL code, which
is embedded in PHP strings and is also resolved by symbolic execution. In addition,
an advantage of using symbolic execution is that we can eliminate some infeasible flows
by checking the satisfiability of the path constraints under which the data entities appear.
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1 if ($_GET['user'] == 'admin')
2 $message = 'Welcome admin!';
3 else
4 $message = 'Access denied.';
5 if ($_GET['user'] == 'admin')
6 echo '<div class="msg−admin">' . $message . '</div>';
X
For example, in the code above, the PHP variable definition $message on line 4 does
not have a def-use relation with the reference on line 6 since they are under different
path constraints. Also, symbolic execution allows us to resolve dynamically included
PHP files, thereby detecting data flows that would otherwise be missed. For scalability,
we have made several approximations to our symbolic executor such as running at most
two iterations of a loop and skipping recursive function calls; we discussed them at the
end of Section 3.
Step 2—Embedded code analysis. Using the VarDOM representation of the
client code, we are able to analyze the embedded code written in HTML/JS and build
their respective data flows. Since HTML is a declarative language, we collect the defi-
nitions of HTML entities. For JS code, we compute its data flows using a light-weight
symbolic-execution engine with an algorithm to build data flows similar to that for PHP.
Step 3—Connecting data flows. Data flows can exist among data entities of
different languages and across different pages. Thus, we connect the data flows among
those entities based on cross-language def-use and information-flow relations (F3 and
F4 in Table 5.1). For instance, the input fields in the HTML form <form action =
‘EditAnnouncements.php’ ... > have cross-language def-use relations with the corresponding
PHP $_GET/$_POST variables on the page ‘EditAnnouncements.php’ since the inputs field
are submitted to that page. Through this step, we obtain the data flows for the entire
web application.
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Step 4—Computing slice. Once the data-flow graph is produced, we can use it
to quickly compute any program slice. Given a definition or a reference C, the slice for
C consists of the definitions and references that are reachable from C in the graph.
5.2.3 Data-Flow Analysis via Symbolic Execution
This section presents our algorithm to construct the data flows and to compute the
output and SQL queries of PHP code. The algorithm is built on top of our symbolic-
execution engine (see Section 3.2). To describe our technique, in addition to the existing
notation, we introduce L as the set of all definitions and references. To detect data flows,
the program state (V ,D, pi) now includes a definition store D : N 7→ P(L × Π) that
maps each variable name to its set of definitions together with a path constraint under
which each definition appears.
In Figure 5.5, we formalize the key evaluation rules for our symbolic-execution engine
and highlight the parts that we extend to identify data-flow relations. The functions
addEntity and addRelation are used to create the nodes and edges of the data-flow
graph (the graph is a global data structure and is not shown in the program state).
5.2.3.1 Intraprocedural Data Flows (Rules 1–3)
During symbolic execution, we detect data flows by identifying def-use and information-
flow relations among data entities (F1 and F2 in Table 5.1). For def-use relations ,
since a reference could have multiple definitions (e.g., a PHP variable can be defined
in different branches and then later accessed after the branches), we need to keep track
of the set of definitions of each reference. Therefore, we maintain these sets via the
definition store D. When a reference r with name n is found under a path constraint
pir, we look up its definitions in the set D(n) and match pir with the constraints of those
definitions to retain only feasible relations. Specifically, a definition d with constraint pid
in D(n) has a feasible def-use relation with r if pid ∧ pir is satisfiable. (In other words,
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Initialization:
V(x) =⊥ D(x) = ∅ pi = TRUE
1. Variable Access:
r = addEntity($n) addRelation(d, r), ∀(d, pid) ∈ D(n), isSat(pid ∧ pi)
〈$n,V, D , pi〉 → 〈V(n),V, D , pi〉
2. Assignment:
〈e,V, D , pi〉 → 〈v,V ′, D′ , pi〉
d = addEntity($n) addRelation(r, d), ∀r ∈ vars(e) D′′ = D′[n 7→ {(d, pi)}]
〈$n = e,V, D , pi〉 → 〈v,V ′[n 7→ v], D′′ , pi〉
3. If Statement:
〈e,V, D , pi〉 → 〈v,V ′, D′ , pi〉 pi′ = whenEqual(v,TRUE) isSat(pi ∧ pi′) isSat(pi ∧ ¬pi′)
〈〈s1,V ′, D′ , pi ∧ pi′〉〉 → 〈〈c1,V1, D1 , pi ∧ pi′〉〉 〈〈s2,V ′, D′ , pi ∧ ¬pi′〉〉 → 〈〈c2,V2, D2 , pi ∧ ¬pi′〉〉
V3(x) = select(pi′,V1(x),V2(x))
D3(x) = {(d, pid ∧ pi′)|(d, pid) ∈ D1(x)}
⋃ {(d, pid ∧ ¬pi′)|(d, pid) ∈ D2(x)}
〈〈if (e) s1 else s2,V, D , pi〉〉 → 〈〈select(pi′, c1, c2),V3, D3 , pi〉〉
〈e,V, D , pi〉 → 〈v,V ′, D′ , pi〉 pi′ = whenEqual(v,TRUE) ¬isSat(pi ∧ ¬pi′)
〈〈s1,V ′, D′ , pi〉〉 → 〈〈c1,V1, D1 , pi〉〉
〈〈if (e) s1 else s2,V, D , pi〉〉 → 〈〈c1,V1, D1 , pi〉〉
〈e,V, D , pi〉 → 〈v,V ′, D′ , pi〉 pi′ = whenEqual(v,TRUE) ¬isSat(pi ∧ pi′)
〈〈s2,V ′, D′ , pi〉〉 → 〈〈c2,V2, D2 , pi〉〉
〈〈if (e) s1 else s2,V, D , pi〉〉 → 〈〈c2,V2, D2 , pi〉〉
4. Function Declaration:
λ is a pointer to function n($n1, ..., $nm){s}
〈〈function n($n1, ..., $nm){s},V, D , pi〉〉 → 〈〈OK,V[n 7→ λ], D , pi〉〉
5. Function Invocation:
λ = V0(n) λ is a pointer to function n($n1, ..., $nm){s}
〈ei,Vi−1, Di−1 , pi〉 → 〈vi,Vi, Di , pi〉, ∀i ∈ [1..m] Vf (x) =
{
vi if x = ni⊥ otherwise
di = addEntity($ni), ∀i ∈ [1..m] Df (x) =
{
(di, pi) if x = ni∅ otherwise
addRelation(r, di), ∀r ∈ vars(ei) ∀i ∈ [1..m]
〈〈s,Vf , Df , pi〉〉 → 〈〈c,Vf ′ , Df ′ , pi〉〉
RETref = addEntity(n) addRelation(RETdef , RETref ),∀(RETdef , pid) ∈ Df ′(‘RET’)
〈n(e1, ..., em),V0, D0 , pi〉 → 〈Vf ′(‘RET’),Vm, Dm , pi〉
Figure 5.5 Symbolic execution’s evaluation rules to detect data flows (extensions to
PhpSync in Section 3.2 are highlighted in gray)
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6. Return Statement:
〈e,V, D , pi〉 → 〈v,V ′, D′ , pi〉
RETdef = addEntity(e) addRelation(r,RETdef ), ∀r ∈ vars(e)
D′′ = D′[‘RET’ 7→ {(RETdef , pi)}]
〈〈return e,V, D , pi〉〉 → 〈〈RETURN,V ′[‘RET’ 7→ v], D′′ , pi〉〉
7. Block of Statements:
〈〈s1,V, D , pi〉〉 → 〈〈c1,V1, D1 , pi〉〉 pi′ = whenEqual(c1,OK)
isSat(pi ∧ pi′) 〈〈s2,V1, D1 , pi ∧ pi′〉〉 → 〈〈c2,V2, D2 , pi ∧ pi′〉〉
V3(x) = select(pi′,V2(x),V1(x))
D3(x) = {(d, pid ∧ pi′)|(d, pid) ∈ D2(x)}
⋃ {(d, pid ∧ ¬pi′)|(d, pid) ∈ D1(x)}
〈〈s1s2,V, D , pi〉〉 → 〈〈select(pi′, c2, c1),V3, D3 , pi〉〉
8. While Statement:
〈〈if (e) {s if (e) s },V, D , pi〉〉 → 〈〈c,V ′, D′ , pi〉〉
〈〈while (e) s,V, D , pi〉〉 → 〈〈c,V ′, D′ , pi〉〉
9–11. Rules 9–11 are similar to those in Figure 3.3.
12. mysql_query:
〈e,V,D, pi〉 → 〈query,V ′,D′, pi〉
〈msql_query(e),V,D, pi〉 → 〈parseAndFindSqlDefs(query),V ′,D′, pi〉
13. mysql_fetch_array:
〈e,V,D, pi〉 → 〈v,V ′,D′, pi〉
〈msql_fetch_array(e),V,D, pi〉 → 〈v,V ′,D′, pi〉
14. Array Access of SQL Data:
〈e1,V, D , pi〉 → 〈v1,V1, D1 , pi〉 〈e2,V1, D1 , pi〉 → 〈v2,V2, D2 , pi〉
v1 is a set of SQL definitions d ∈ v1 d has name/index v2
r = addEntity(e1[e2]) addRelation(d, r)
〈e1[e2],V, D , pi〉 → 〈symbolic(e1[e2]),V2, D2 , pi〉
Notation and auxiliary functions (in addition to those in Figure 3.3):
- vars(e) returns a set of references appearing in an expression e (except for arguments of user-defined
function calls).
- parseAndFindSqlDefs(query) parses an SQL query and returns a set of SQL definitions (SQL table
columns) in the query.
- addEntity(e) creates and returns a new definition/reference from e.
- addRelation(l1, l2) records a def-use/info-flow between l1 and l2.
Figure 5.5 (Continued)
Symbolic execution’s evaluation rules to detect data flows (extensions to PhpSync in
Section 3.2 are highlighted in gray)
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there exists at least one execution path where both d and r appear), as shown in rule 1
of Figure 5.5).
To identify information-flow relations , at a variable assignment, we record the
information flow from the variables on the right-hand side to the one defined on the
left-hand side (rule 2). Note that if the right-hand side of an assignment contains a user-
defined function call, the arguments in the function call do not have direct information-
flow relations with the defined variable; we detect their relations through interprocedural
data flows instead (Section 5.2.3.2). We also update the definition store D with the new
definition of the variable. If a variable is redefined through sequential statements, we
overwrite its previous definitions with the new definition since values from the previous
definitions can no longer be accessed. If a variable is defined/redefined in branches of a
conditional statement, we keep the values/definitions of the variable independent in the
branches but combine them after executing all branches. We describe the details next.
$message =   ;
  ( message ) = {(Line 1, TRUE)}
  ( message ) = {(Line 1, TRUE)}
  ( message ) = {(Line 3, μ)}
  ( message ) = {(Line 5, ¬μ)}
  ( message ) = {(Line 3, μ), (Line 5,¬μ)}
  ( message ) = {(Line 1, TRUE)}
μ: $_GET[ user ] ==  admin 
if ($_GET[ user ] ==  admin ) {
     $message =  Welcome admin! ;
} else {
     $message =  Access denied. ;
}
if ($_GET[ user ] ==  admin )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
  ( message ) = {(Line 3, μ), (Line 5,¬μ)}
X
     echo  $message  ;
Figure 5.6 Detecting data flows at conditional statements
Handling conditional statements (rule 3). If the path constraints of both
branches of an if statement are satisfiable, we explore both branches. Similarly to the
value store V , modifications to the definition store D take effect in the corresponding
branch only. After executing the branches, we update the definition store with the com-
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bined definitions from the two branches together with their corresponding constraints.
Note that if the path constraint of one of the branches is unsatisfiable, we execute the
other (satisfiable) branch only. As an illustration, in Figure 5.6, the variable $message
after line 6 has two definitions from both branches. When the variable is accessed under
constraint µ on line 8, we compare its constraint with the constraints of the definitions
in D to eliminate an infeasible relation with the definition on line 5.
5.2.3.2 Interprocedural Data Flows (Rules 4–6)
function createDiv ( $content, $inline) { 
     if ($inline)
          return '<span>' . $content . '</span>';
     else
          return '<div>' . $content . '</div>';
}
$welcome = 'Welcome to my page.';
$div1 = createDiv ( $welcome, false);
$login = 'Please log in.';
$div2 = createDiv($login, true);
$html = $div1 . $div2;
L5: RETdef
L8: RETref
Def-use
Info-flow
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
L8: $div1
L11: $div1 L11: $div2
L10: $div2
L10: RETref
L5: $content
L1: $content
L8: $welcome
L7: $welcome L9: $login
L10: $login
L3: RETdef
L3: $content
L1: $content
L11: $html
Figure 5.7 Interprocedural flows (RET nodes are highlighted)
Our extended algorithm instruments the function invocation process and tracks the
data flows. We create a definition for each formal parameter and record the data flows
from the arguments of the function call to the parameter definitions in the function
declaration. To track the data flows from the function to its call site, we create two
special RET nodes: a RETdef node representing the return value computed inside the
function and a RETref node representing the propagated return value at the call site.
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Note that if a function is invoked multiple times, we create separate entities, RET
nodes, and data flows corresponding to each function invocation (for each invocation,
the execution path in the function body could be different depending on the specific
input arguments). Since we create different contexts at function calls, the approach does
not suffer from the calling-context problem [138], caused by analyzing different function
calls in the same context, which would result in infeasible interprocedural data flows.
To illustrate, Figure 5.7 (right-hand side) shows the interprocedual data flows for the
PHP variable $welcome (line 7) and $login (line 9). In the code, we show the data flow
for $welcome only; the data flow for $login is similar. Note that one code location may
correspond to several nodes in different contexts (e.g., the two nodes labeled L1: $content)
since the createDiv function is executed twice. The details are shown in rules 4–6.
5.2.3.3 Handling Special Statements (Rules 7–8)
Handling a block of statements (rule 7). After executing the block, in addition
to the value store, we also update the definition store in a similar manner.
Handling loops (rule 8). For a loop, our goal is to detect data flows across
different iterations. For instance, in the code snippet below, there is a def-use relation
from the variable $y on line 3 to the variable $y on line 2 if the loop can be executed
multiple times.
1 while ($row = mysql_fetch_array($result)) {
2 $x = $y + 1;
3 $y = $x ∗ 2;
4 }
Therefore, to detect such data flows, we execute the body of a loop at most twice by
modeling the loop as two nested if statements and applying the rule for if.
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Handling aliasing and objects (rule not shown). When a PHP object is
created, we maintain two maps from the object’s fields to their values and definitions
(similar to the stores V and D). Therefore, even if an object field is written and read via
different variables (through aliasing), our algorithm can still recognize a def-use relation
between the definition and reference, as illustrated below. (The same mechanism is used
to handle assignment/call by reference.)
1 $x = new Foo(); $x−>a = 1; $y = $x;
2 echo $y−>a;
5.2.3.4 Data Flows between PHP and SQL (Rules 12–14)
In a web application, to retrieve data from a database, one can construct an SQL
query and invoke PHP functions for database queries such as mysql_query. The returned
data is stored in a record set with rows and columns. To iterate through each row in the
record set, a PHP function such as mysql_fetch_array can be used. To access each column
in a row, one can access the corresponding column name/index of the array containing
the row. Since such an array access in PHP retrieves data originating from a database,
we consider it as a data flow (def-use relation) from SQL to PHP. In that def-use relation,
we consider the SQL table column name in the SQL query as an SQL definition and the
corresponding array access as a PHP reference to an SQL entity.
To detect such data flows, during symbolic execution, we input the value of an
SQL SELECT query, which could also contain symbolic/conditional characters, into our
variability-aware SQL parser (similar to the HTML parser in Section 4.2) to recognize
table column names as SQL definitions (function parseAndFindSqlDefs in rule 12 of
Figure 5.5). This set of SQL definitions is propagated through mysql_fetch_array function
calls (rule 13). When there is an array access to such SQL data, we detect a relation
between them (rule 14). In this work, we detect data flows from SQL to PHP; we
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plan to apply similar ideas for data flows within SQL and from PHP to SQL (via SQL
INSERT/UPDATE statements).
5.2.3.5 Traditional vs. Thin Slicing
We compute a thin slice by including all reachable nodes from a given node in the
data-flow graph. However, we could easily record control dependencies for traditional
slicing as follows. At an if statement (rule 3), we could additionally record the control de-
pendencies between references on the if condition and the definitions within its branches
and extend our graph to have both control and data dependencies on entities (similar to
a PDG on statements). We can then reduce program slicing to a reachability problem
on this graph.
5.2.4 Embedded Code Analysis
We parse the symbolic output of a PHP program with our HTML and JS variability-
aware parsers [101] into a VarDOM representation of the client-side code (Figure 4.1).
We then analyze the VarDOM to collect data entities and construct data flows for the
embedded code.
Analyzing HTML. Since HTML is a declarative language, we detect the definitions
of HTML entities by traversing the VarDOM tree and identifying the following types:
(1) HTML definitions by name: These entities are identified by the ‘name’ attribute
of an HTML element (e.g., <form name=‘form1 ’>).
(2) HTML definitions by ID: These entities are identified by the ‘id’ attribute of an
HTML element (e.g., <div id=‘id1 ’>).
(3) HTML definitions by URL parameters: These entities are detected in HTML
query strings (e.g., the data entity lang in <a href = ‘index.php?lang=en’>).
Building data flows for JS. To construct data flows for JS, we first extract JS
code from JS locations on the VarDOM. These locations include HTML <script> tags
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and HTML event handlers (e.g., onload, onclick). The VarDOM already contains the
parsed JS ASTs for these code fragments [101], each of which serves as an entry point.
We then use a light-weight symbolic-execution engine for JS that is similar to the one
for PHP (by adapting the rules in Figure 5.5 for JS), run it for every entry point and
detect data flows. Currently, we do not handle client code that is dynamically generated
from JS code such as document.write or eval, and data flows involving AJAX.
5.2.5 Cross-language Data Flows
SQL
PHP
CLIENT SIDESERVER SIDE
Cross-lang.
def-use
Cross-lang.
info-flow
HTML
JavaScript
Cross-lang.
def-use
Cross-lang.
info-flow
Cross-lang.
def-use
Cross-lang.
info-flow
Figure 5.8 Data-flow relations across different languages
Data flows can exist among entities of different languages (F3 and F4 in Table 5.1). In
Figure 5.8, we show all possible def-use and information-flow relations across languages.
We detect those cross-language flows as follows.
F3—Cross-language def-use relations. Table 5.2 shows the types of cross-
language def-use relations in a web application.
(1) Between HTML/JS and PHP (rows 1–3): A PHP program can access data sent
from a client page via PHP $_POST/$_GET or $_REQUEST arrays (corresponding to
HTTP POST/GET protocols or both). These arrays hold key/value pairs, where the
keys are the names of the HTML input fields. Therefore, we identify those array accesses
as PHP references to client-side entities. Note that the submitted destination of the
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Table 5.2 Types of cross-language def-use relations
Ref. Definition Reference example Definition example
1 PHP HTML input $_GET[‘input1’] <input name=‘input1’ value=‘0’...>
2 PHP HTML URL $_GET[‘input1’] <a href=‘index.php?input1=0’>
3 PHP JS $_GET[‘input1’] document.form1.input1.value=‘0’
4 PHP SQL $row[‘column1’] SELECT column1 FROM table1
JS HTML by name:
5 JS - form document.form1 <form name=‘form1’...>
6 JS - input doc...form1.input1 <input name=‘input1’...>
7 JS - input value doc...input1.value <input name=‘input1’ value=‘0’>
8 JS HTML by ID document. <div id=‘id1’>
getEle...ById(‘id1’)
client-side entities (specified by the ‘action’ attribute of an HTML form or the address
part in a URL) must match the PHP page containing the PHP reference.
(2) Between SQL and PHP (row 4): As described in Section 5.2.3.4, we detect these
relations during our symbolic execution on PHP.
(3) Between HTML and JS (rows 5–8): In the client code, JS can operate on HTML
elements via the HTML DOM. For example, the JS expression document.form1.input1.value
retrieves the value of an HTML input field named ‘input1’ in a form named ‘form1’.
We identify these JS expressions as JS references to HTML entities. However, if they
appear on the left-hand side of an assignment, we consider them as JS definitions of
HTML entities instead since they redefine the values of the corresponding HTML entities.
Similar to detecting data flows in PHP, we also check the path constraints under which
these client-side entities are generated to eliminate infeasible data flows among them.
F4—Cross-language information-flow relation. During symbolic execution on
PHP or JS, we track any generated string value (or symbolic value) to the variable or
expression that generates it. If the value is used in an information-flow relation in the
generated code, we recognize it as a cross-language information-flow relation from the
generating language.
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We apply the above process for a (predefined) set of page entries (PHP files that can
be requested by a web browser) to build the data flows within individual pages (the data
flows for a page can involve multiple files). To detect data flows across page entries, we
detect types 1–3 in Table 5.2. (The other types in Table 5.2 are applicable for within-
page relations only.) Data flows via cookies and sessions are currently not supported.
Note that the resulting data-flow graph may contain identical clusters of nodes where
there are no edges across those clusters and the clusters all correspond to the same code
locations in the server-side program (since the same code might be executed multiple
times); in such cases, we retain only one cluster and discard the others.
Calling-context problem with inter-page data flows. When a client page
submits data to the server side, the corresponding server-side program is invoked to
handle the request. Conceptually, this process is similar to invoking a function call
from the client page in which the arguments to the function call are the client’s data.
Although we could handle the invocation of pages similarly to function calls, in our
current implementation, we do not execute a page entry multiple times. Thus, the
calling-context problem may occur for inter-page data flows, resulting in some infeasible
data flows. However, our test results on a real-world system indicated that this problem
does not cause significant imprecision.
5.3 Output-Oriented Testing
5.3.1 Motivation
In software development, different testers have different focuses and priorities. Test-
ing may focus on functional correctness, but also on performance, security, usability,
accessibility, layout quality, and other quality attributes. Whereas code-level testing
is well supported by tools and coverage metrics, we argue that testers inspecting the
output of a program are much less supported, even though the output is the main prod-
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uct of many software systems, including dynamic web applications. For example, for a
UI tester tasked with checking a web application for layout issues or proof reading all
texts, we cannot offer ‘coverage’ measures that would be available for a traditional soft-
ware tester. For such testers, code measures such as line or branch coverage represent a
wrong abstraction, refer to artifacts not directly related to the testing tasks and possibly
unknown to the tester, and incentivize testing priorities inefficiently as we will show.
Instead, we propose coverage measures for the program’s output, to support, what we
call, output-oriented testing.
(a) Example PHP program
1 echo "<h2>Online Shopping</h2>";
2 if (isAdmin()) logAdminAccess();
3 if (isLoggedIn())
4 echo "<div>Welcome " . $user . "!</div>";
5 else
6 echo "<div>Please log in first.</div>";
7 echo "<em>Copyright 2015</em>";
(b) Output of a test
(c) Output coverage visualization
Figure 5.9 An example web application and illustration of output coverage
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For testers that focus primarily on the output of an application (UI testers and many
others), we propose coverage metrics on the output of an application, which indicate
how much of the possible output has been produced by a set of tests and what output
is still uncovered. Output coverage metrics measure coverage in terms of the output,
not in terms of the code that produces the output, because code that does not produce
any output is irrelevant to a UI tester. For example, to inspect all possible outputs of
our example program in Figure 5.9a for layout issues, a UI tester would not care about
the implementation logic beyond understanding which different pages can be produced
and would not care about whether admin access is logged (line 2). The UI tester would
care about seeing all text in context to investigate different parts of the output and the
consistency among those parts, for example, ensuring that font sizes are consistent in all
outputs. With an output coverage metric, a tester can identify missing parts of the output
and can prioritize tests to cover the largest parts of the output (not most statements of
the implementation) first.
5.3.2 Output Coverage Metrics
5.3.2.1 Representing the Output Universe
A key step in determining output coverage is to compute the output universe, that is,
the set of all possible outputs from a web application. Unlike traditional code coverage
metrics, such as statement coverage or branch coverage, where the set of all statements
and branches in a program is well defined and finite, the set of all possible outputs is
usually infinite due to unknown data coming from user inputs and databases. Such un-
known data can lead to different outputs with the same structure (e.g., only the user’s
name changes while the layout of the web page and the welcome message remain the
same), or different outputs with different structures (e.g., a different set of functionality
is presented depending on whether the user has the administrator role). To address this
challenge, we reuse our existing tree-based approximation of all possible outputs, called
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D-Model (see Section 3.1). The key idea in our approximation is that we abstract un-
known data as symbolic values. When string values are produced under specific path
constraints (depending on one or more symbolic values), we keep all alternatives and
their associated constraints. In this way, the D-Model approximates all possible struc-
tures of the output with all statically determinable content, leaving symbolic values as
‘placeholders’ for unresolved data.
To illustrate our representation of all possible outputs, let us consider a slightly
extended version of our initial example. As shown in Figure 5.10a, we include a second
decision about displaying coupons. In Figure 5.10b, we show our corresponding output
universe representation with Greek letters for symbolic values and #if directives for
alternatives depending on a path constraint. Note that we maintain for each character
in the output universe its origin location in the server-side program obtained via our
symbolic execution (not shown).
5.3.2.2 Family of Output Coverage Metrics
Just as a family of coverage metrics such as statement, branch, and path coverage has
been defined on code [97, 10], we propose a family of coverage metrics that are applied to
the output of a web program. We define output coverage for a given test suite as follows:
Coverage of string literals. Coverage for string literals (Covstr) is similar to
statement coverage in that we measure how much of the content contained in string
literals in the program (that are relevant for the output universe) have been produced in
at least one test case. The rationale for this type of coverage is that a string that could
appear in the output needs to be tested in a concrete output generated by at least one test
case. Note that not all string literals in the PHP program contribute to the output: For
example, the literal “user” in our example is an array access but not part of the output
universe and as such not measured by this metric. To measure the coverage for strings,
we compute their covered length, or equivalently, the number of covered characters:
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(a) A PHP program (extended from Figure 5.9) to illustrate different
output coverage metrics
1 echo "<h2>Online Shopping</h2>";
2 if (isAdmin($_GET["user"]))
3 logAdminAccess();
4 if (isLoggedIn($_GET["user"]))
5 $message = "<div>Welcome " . $_GET["user"] . "!</div>";
6 else
7 $message = "<div>Please log in first.</div>";
8 echo $message;
9 if ($showCoupons)
10 echo "<div>Coupons are available!</div>";
11 echo "<div><em>Copyright 2015</em></div>";
(b) Representation of the output universe with CPP #if directives
and symbolic values in Greek letters; origin locations of strings
literals in server code are shown in italics
1 <h2>Online Shopping</h2> L1
2 #if α // isLoggedIn($_GET['user']) L4
3 <div>Welcome β!</div> // β represents $_GET['user'] L5
4 #else
5 <div>Please log in first .</div> L7
6 #endif
7 #if γ // $showCoupons L9
8 <div>Coupons are available!</div> L10
9 #endif
10 <div><em>Copyright 2015</em></div> L11
(c) A concrete output of a test case in which the user (Alice) is logged
in as administrator and the $showCoupons option is enabled
1 <h2>Online Shopping</h2>
2 <div>Welcome Alice!</div>
3 <div>Coupons are available!</div>
4 <div><em>Copyright 2015</em></div>
(d) The S-Model for a concrete output
Alice
<h2>Online 
Shopping</h2>
!</div>
<div>Coupons are 
available!</div>
<div><em>Copyright 
2015</em></div>
CONCAT
<div>Welcome 
CONCAT
L1, Fig. 5.10a
L5, Fig. 5.10a $_GET[ user ] L5, Fig. 
5.10a
L10, Fig. 5.10a
L11, Fig. 5.10a
L5, Fig. 5.10a
Literal NonLiteralCONCATLegends:
Figure 5.10 An example PHP program, its output universe representation, and S-Model
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Definition 2 (Covstr) The ratio between the number of characters in string literals in
the output universe that are covered by the test suite and the total number of all characters
in the output universe.
We define Covstr based on the lengths of the literals, rather than the number of literals
because a web application often has long literals containing large portions of HTML/JS
code. Counting characters aligns better with the chance of bugs since long literals are
more likely to contain bugs than short ones.
Compared to a simpler approach of investigating all string literals in a program
individually, testing with output coverage ensures that each literal is produced in the
context of at least one full page. Such context allows to investigate presentation issues
depending on context as font sizes, colors, surrounding texts, or ordering that cross
multiple string literals. For example, a tester may want to assure that all <div> tags
are correctly nested, which is difficult to assess from looking only at individual string
literals. Analogous to statement coverage, to achieve Covstr coverage each literal has to
appear only in a single context, not in all possible contexts.
Coverage of output decisions. In addition to covering all string literals, testers
might also want to investigate the composition of the page when certain parts are not
displayed based on some decision. For instance, they might want to check that the layout
of the web page is still correct without the coupon output. We consider every control-
flow decision in the program that affects the output as an output decision. A control-flow
decision that does not produce output in either branch is not considered as an output
decision. We define coverage on output decisions (Covdec) analogous to branch coverage
on code:
Definition 3 (Covdec) The ratio between the number of output decisions covered by the
test suite and the total number of all output decisions in the output universe.
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Coverage of contexts. The previous measures consider only some contexts in
which string literals may appear (i.e., at least one context for each string literal or
output decision), while certain bugs in the output may appear in some contexts and not
others. (Each context is a specific combination of output decisions, which can be listed
by traversing the output decisions on the output universe.) Therefore, we also consider
all possible contexts and define a corresponding output-coverage metric Covctx analogous
to path coverage on code:
Definition 4 (Covctx) The ratio between the number of combinations of output deci-
sions covered by the test suite and the total number of all possible combinations of output
decisions in the output universe.
Table 5.3 Output coverage and code coverage for the example in Figure 5.10
Output coverage Code coverage
Covstr 111 / 142 (78.1%) Statement cov. 9 / 10 (90%)
Covdec 2 / 4 (50%) Branch cov. 3 / 6 (50%)
Covctx 1 / 4 (25%) Path cov. 1 / 8 (12.5%)
In our example, there are three control-flow decisions (if statements) of which two
affect the output; these two output decisions can be combined to provide four different
contexts (in contrast to eight paths). As with path coverage, the number of contexts
grows very quickly, such that achieving full Covctx coverage is typically not a realistic
goal. In Table 5.3, we show output coverage metrics and their code coverage counterparts
for a single test case on our example.
Relations with code coverage metrics. Our three output coverage metrics are
inspired by but do not necessarily correlate with statement coverage, branch coverage,
and path coverage, respectively. Specifically, not all statements and decisions in a web
application contribute to the output (e.g., the logging functionality in our example), and
single statement can produce output for multiple string literals (e.g, the echo statement
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on line 8 of Figure 5.10a generates the two alternatives on lines 2–6 in Figure 5.10b). Our
output coverage metrics provide a tailored view on the test suite of a web application
for testers who are focused on the output.
5.3.3 Computing Output Coverage
PHP page
(Fig. 5.10a)
Symbolic Execution
to Approx. Output
Approximated 
output universe 
(Fig. 5.10b)
Test 
cases
Dynamic 
Instrumentation
Concrete 
outputs
(Fig. 5.10c, 5.10d)
Mapping
Output 
coverage 
metrics
(Table 5.3)
Figure 5.11 Computing output coverage
Key Idea. We compute output coverage metrics in three steps illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.11. First, we use our symbolic execution engine for PHP [105] to approximate the
output universe of a PHP web application. Throughout symbolic execution, we track
origin information for every character in the output. Second, we instrument a regular
PHP interpreter to record the execution of a test case and the generation of its output.
We again track origin information about every character in string values (either to string
literals or to outside sources as user input). Third, we match concrete outputs from
test executions on the output universe to measure coverage. The location information
produced as part of every test execution is used to avoid ambiguity in identifying parts
in the output universe that have been covered by the test suite. Since the number of
string literals, output decisions, and contexts in the output universe representation is
finite, we can compute the three coverage metrics as percentages.
Information about our symbolic execution technique has been explained in Section 3;
next, we explain steps 2 and 3 in more detail.
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5.3.3.1 Dynamic Instrumentation of Test Cases
To enable more precise mapping of test outputs on the output universe, we track
origin information of string values that are output by concrete test executions. (Origin
information is used for distinguishing string literals that have the same value but are
produced from different locations in the server-side program.) String values in PHP are
either introduced in literals or read from variables or functions that represent environment
values, database results, or user input (e.g., $_GET[‘user’]). Once created, we track origin
information also through assignments, concatenation, and function calls until it is finally
used as part of an echo or print statement (or inline HTML) to produce output.
We track origin information by attaching location information to string values. Tech-
nically, we attach a tree-based representation for string values called S-Model (short for
‘string model’). An S-Model may contain three kinds of nodes: Literal and NonLiteral nodes
with origin information and Concat containing nested S-Model nodes. In Figure 5.10d,
we illustrate the S-Model corresponding to the output of Figure 5.10c of our running
example (for clarity, we show only line-level location information).
We compute origin information with an instrumented PHP interpreter, based on
the open-source interpreter Quercus [118]. We track the attached S-Model information
during the evaluation of the test as shown in Figure 5.12. Specifically, we handle three
kinds of expressions:
1. For a PHP literal expression (lines 2–6), we attach a new Literal node to the string
value, pointing to the expression node with its location information.
2. For a PHP concatenation expression (lines 9-15), we create a Concat node to repre-
sent the returned string value with its children being the corresponding S-Models
of the constituent sub-strings.
3. For all other PHP expressions, such as a PHP variables or a function calls (lines 18-
22), we reuse the original interpreter’s code to evaluate the expression and obtain
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1 // Evaluating a Literal Expression
2 function Value eval(LiteralExpr literalExpr)
3 value ← evalLiteral(literalExpr)
4 value.SModel ← new Literal(literalExpr)
5 return value
6 end
7
8 // Evaluating a Concat Expression
9 function Value eval(ConcatExpr concatExpr)
10 leftValue ← eval(concatExpr.LeftExpr)
11 rightValue ← eval(concatExpr.RightExpr)
12 value ← evalConcat(leftValue, rightValue)
13 value.SModel ← new Concat(leftValue.SModel, rightValue.SModel)
14 return value
15 end
16
17 // Evaluating a Non−Literal Expression
18 function Value eval(NonLiteralExpr nonLiteralExpr)
19 value ← evalNonLiteral(nonLiteralExpr)
20 if value.SModel is not set
21 value.SModel ← new NonLiteralNode(nonLiteralExpr)
22 end
Figure 5.12 Algorithm to create S-Model (added instrumentation is in italics)
its value (line 19). We attach a NonLiteral node referring to the corresponding
non-literal expression that creates the value.
The output of the test is collected as a single large S-Model from echo and print
statements, collecting all individual string outputs with Concat nodes.
5.3.3.2 Mapping Outputs to Output Universe
To compute output coverage, we identify which string literals/characters in the output
have been covered by outputs generated in a test case. We map Literal nodes of the S-
Model for test executions against the output universe to identify covered string literals
and output decisions. An S-Model can be considered as a sequence of string literals (with
location information), whereas the output universe can be considered as a sequence of
string literals and symbolic values, with some parts being alternatives to one another.
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In most cases, the mapping is straightforward because we simply can match string
literals by location information. Matching is more difficult when concrete values of an
execution are matched against symbolic values in the output universe, since there might
be multiple possible matches. In addition, location information is not always available—
there are cases where we might lose location information during processing when strings
are processed through library functions. Therefore, for those cases where location infor-
mation is not available or not sufficient, we use heuristic strategies to determine the best
mapping among possible alternatives.
To illustrate our mapping challenge for cases involving symbolic values, consider
mapping a string value “Welcome guest” with the following output universe. The string
could be matched against either “Welcome β” assuming that α is TRUE or the literals
“Welcome guest” if α is FALSE:
1 Welcome
2 #if α
3 β // $_GET['user']
4 #else
5 guest
6 #endif
To perform mapping in those cases, we use the following heuristic strategies:
• Pivot mapping: We first identify pivots—the string literals in the S-Model that
can be mapped exactly to the string literals in the output universe. The remaining
unmapped string literals will correspond to symbolic values or parts with alterna-
tives. For instance, in the above example, we first map the string “Welcome” to
the corresponding string on the output universe. The unmapped string “guest” will
then be matched against the #if block in the output universe.
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• Best local mapping: To identify which one of the alternatives should be mapped
to a given string value, we recursively map the string value with each alternative
and select the one with the best mapping result (the highest number of mapped
characters). Note that we perform the mapping locally for (possibly nested) alter-
natives after pivots are identified in the previous step; we do not consider globally
optimal mapping of alternatives. In this example, the string “guest” will be matched
with both values in the true branch (β) and false branch (“guest”) of the #if block
for comparison.
• Location mapping: Since mapping can be ambiguous without location informa-
tion (e.g., the string value “guest” can be mapped to either the symbolic value β or
the string literal “guest"), we use the location information provided by the S-Model
of a string value to compare with the location of a string value or symbolic value
in the output universe to select a correct mapping. In this example, considering
the location, the string “guest” can be mapped to only one of the two branches.
For our running example (with its output universe and S-Model shown previously
in Figures 5.10b and 5.10d), our mapping algorithm proceeds as follows: First, the
strings “<h2>Online Shopping</h2>” and “<div><em>Copyright..." are mapped with the
corresponding strings on the output universe. The remaining strings are first mapped
to the first #if block. In the true branch, the strings “<div>Welcome" and “!</div>" are
mapped with the corresponding strings while “Alice" is mapped to the symbolic value
β (representing $_GET[‘user’]). In the false branch, the strings cannot be mapped to
“<div>Please log in first</div>”. Therefore, we select the mapping in the true branch.
Finally, the string “<div>Coupons are available!</div>” is matched to the second #if block;
it is then mapped to the string in the true branch (the false branch is empty).
Discussion. Since our output mapping algorithm works heuristically, it is impor-
tant that there are sufficient pivots to guarantee that the local best mappings are correct.
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As there are often large chunks of texts that remain unchanged across different execu-
tions, these pivots makes our mapping algorithm fast and highly precise. Note that our
output mapping algorithm is extended from the CSMap algorithm described in our prior
work [105]. While CSMap maps the output universe with a string in the output (without
location information), our extended algorithm maps the output universe with an S-Model
of a string value with its location information to avoid any ambiguous mappings.
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CHAPTER 6. DEVELOPING DYNAMIC WEB
DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT AND IDE SERVICES
Based on our program analysis infrastructure, we develop various types of support
for dynamic web development activities such as IDE services, fault localization, bug
detection, and testing.
6.1 IDE Services for Embedded Client Code
Figure 6.1 IDE services for embedded client code in dynamic web applications
In software development, IDE services such as syntax highlighting, code completion,
and “jump to declaration” are used to assist developers in programming tasks. In dy-
namic web applications, however, since the client-side code is dynamically generated
from the server-side code and is embedded in the server-side program as string literals,
providing IDE services for such embedded code is challenging. In this work, we intro-
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Figure 6.2 The VarDOM view and syntax highlighting support
duce Varis [101, 103] and BabelRef [106], the two tools that provide editor services on
the client-side code of a PHP-based web application, while it is still embedded within
server-side code. We implement various types of IDE services for embedded client code
including syntax highlighting, code completion, “jump to declaration”, and refactoring
(see a screenshot in Figure 6.1).
6.1.1 The VarDOM View
When a PHP program is loaded and the Varis tool is enabled, Varis analyzes the
PHP program and displays its VarDOM tree in an Eclipse tree view (the lower half
in Figure 6.2). Each HTML element is displayed with its textual content, type, and
location in the PHP code. Condition nodes in the VarDOM are annotated with an
arrow. When the user selects an HTML element in the VarDOM view, its corresponding
text in the source code will be highlighted. For instance, the highlighted HTML element
in Figure 6.2 shows that it is located on line 7 of the PHP file and the label of its parent
condition node shows that the element is generated when $ajax evaluates to TRUE.
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Figure 6.3 Code completion support
6.1.2 Syntax Highlighting
With the type and location information of HTML elements in the VarDOM, Varis
is able to highlight syntactic elements in the embedded client code. For instance, the
HTML opening tag, the HTML attribute name, and HTML attribute values are colored
differently on line 4 of Figure 6.2. Note that even though the HTML tag at line 4 is
split into three fragments in the server code with some unknown data ($_GET[‘method’]),
Varis is still able to highlight the code elements correctly.
6.1.3 Code Completion
When the user points to a position inside a PHP string and invokes code completion
support, Varis recognizes the code element of the embedded code at that location and
provides a list of code recommendations for the code element as if it was written on
static client code (without being embedded in a string). As an illustration, in Figure 6.3,
since the user requests code completion support at a position after the HTML input tag
name, Varis recommends attribute names that an HTML input can have. We use W3C
standards on HTML elements and their attributes for embedded HTML code completion.
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6.1.4 Jump to Declaration
Figure 6.4 “Jump to declaration” support
Based on the underlying call graph created from the VarDOM, Varis allows a user to
navigate between sources and targets in calling relationships: from JS function calls to
their declarations, from opening to closing HTML tags, and from CSS rules to selected
HTML elements. In Figure 6.4, when the user selects the JS function call update, a
context menu appears allowing the user to use the “Jump to Declaration” functionality,
which would take the user to the function declaration on line 18. Note that although
another function declaration with the same name exists on line 22, Varis is able to
pinpoint correctly the target by matching conditions between the function call site and
its declarations. If one source has multiple targets, Varis will show the condition of the
jump and allow a user to select the conditional navigation. For example, Varis will show
the AJAX option and allow the user to choose the navigation from the opening <script>
tag at line 14 of Figure 3.1 to its respective closing tag at either line 18 or 22.
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6.1.5 Refactoring
The refactoring support, given by the BabelRef tool, provides two key features: de-
tecting and displaying cross-language program entities/references and renaming those
entities/references on request.
6.1.5.1 Entity Detection
Figure 6.5 BabelRef’s entity view
Figure 6.5 shows BabelRef’s entity view with an entity list and a reference list. The
entity list displays all the cross-language program entities in the currently-edited PHP
file. When an entity is selected, the reference list gives the location information of all the
references to that entity, including the source files, line numbers, and offset positions.
For example, the PHP file in Figure 6.5 contains four entities, three of which are HTML
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entities and the other is a JS function. The HTML entity username has five references
located in two different PHP source files. As a user selects an entity in the editor window,
all of its references in the file will be highlighted.
6.1.5.2 Entity Renaming
Figure 6.6 BabelRef’s entity renaming: selecting an entity to rename
Figure 6.7 BabelRef’s entity renaming: previewing changes
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Based on the identified reference locations of the entities, BabelRef provides auto-
matic renaming support on those entities. When the user right-clicks on an entity in
the Eclipse editor, the BabelRef Rename command appears in the context menu allowing
the user to rename the entity (Figure 6.6). The user can then enter a new name for the
entity and preview the changes before applying the renaming operation (Figure 6.7).
After a renaming operation or whenever the user edits the source code, BabelRef
automatically re-executes the PHP program symbolically, re-detects the entities in the
background, and updates the entity and reference lists on the fly. In our experiments
on several real-world web applications of size up to 50 KLOC, BabelRef normally took
less than 40 seconds to perform symbolic execution and detect entities for a new system
(with up to 300 entities and more than 2,000 references), and it took less than one second
to re-detect entities and display the updated results when the source code changed.
6.1.5.3 Case Studies
a) References of alreadyFocused in JS code
b) References of alreadyFocused in HTML code
Figure 6.8 Cross-language entities/references in SquirrelMail-1.4.22
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In SquirrelMail-1.4.22, alreadyFocused is a JS variable declared and used inside the JS
code that is embedded in the PHP string $header (Figure 6.8a). The string value of
$header will then be output to the client page. On the client page, there also exist two
HTML elements produced by the PHP functions addInput and addPwField (Figure 6.8b).
Using symbolic execution, BabelRef can construct the HTML code of these elements and
detects that inside the event handlers for onfocus, the JS variable is accessed. Therefore,
BabelRef recognizes all the four references of alreadyFocused.
Figure 6.9 Entities with the same name in SchoolMate-1.5.4
In SchoolMate-1.5.4, there are two entities with the same name addstudent, one is an
HTML form and the other is an HTML input field (Figure 6.9). If the user is interested
in one of the entities only, BabelRef can help in identifying all the references belonging
to the chosen entity. Thus, the user does not have to filter the results returned by a text
search for the string “addstudent” to eliminate irrelevant references.
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Figure 6.10 Entities with scattered references in SchoolMate-1.5.4
Also, entities may have references located at various locations. As can be seen in
Figure 6.10, the references to the entity logout are scattered across more than 50 source
files. If the user selects one of these references to rename, BabelRef will rename all the
other references as well.
6.2 Fault Localization via Cross-language Program Slicing
We implemented our WebSlice approach as an Eclipse plug-in [102] (Figure 6.11).
WebSlice extends our previous symbolic-execution engine (Section 3) and variability-
aware parsers (Section 4). We use TypeChef’s library for propositional formulas [78]
with a JavaBDD backend [67] for tracking path constraints and checking satisfiability.
Given a data entity requested by the user, WebSlice displays all definitions and references
of the program slice for the entity in an Eclipse tree view, with parent-child relations
showing data-flow relations between the entities. When the user selects a definition/ref-
erence in the slice, WebSlice highlights the corresponding element in the source code.
In Figure 6.11, WebSlice displays the slice for the PHP variable $_POST[“delete"], which
has a direct information-flow relation with the variable $id and an indirect relation with
the HTML input ‘userid’ embedded in PHP code (visible in the Eclipse view but not
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Figure 6.11 The WebSlice Eclipse plug-in
visible in the source code). The user can also request a backward slice for a data entity;
in that case, WebSlice will show the slice in another tab. This type of cross-language
slicing through embedded code was not possible with traditional editors. Such a slice
produced by our tool can assist developers in debugging a program error manifesting
at a given program entity. The developer can investigate the slice to identify potential
faults resulting in the error.
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6.3 Bug Detection
6.3.1 Dangling Reference Detection
We introduce Dangling Reference Checker (DRC) [107, 104], a tool to statically detect
PHP and embedded dangling references in PHP-based web applications. DRC matches
the constraint of each reference against those of their declarations to check if a reference
is dangling. There are two cases in which a reference becomes dangling: (1) there exist
no declarations with the same name and type as the reference; and (2) such declarations
are found, but the combined constraint of all the matched declarations is stricter than
the constraint of the reference (i.e., there exist some program executions in which the
reference exists while its declarations do not).
We implemented DRC as a plug-in to the Eclipse environment. The key features in
DRC include (1) displaying program entities/references and their constraints, and (2)
detecting dangling references of both PHP and embedded types.
6.3.1.1 Entity Table
When a PHP program is loaded, DRC analyzes it and displays the list of entities
(declarations and references) in an Entity Table (Figure 6.12). Each entity is displayed
with its name, type, code location, and path constraint. For example, in Figure 6.12,
the entity $input at line 33 of Login.php is a declaration of a PHP variable with its path
constraint corresponding to the branching conditions at lines 26 and 32.
6.3.1.2 Dangling References
Using the Entity Table, DRC matches each reference with the corresponding declara-
tions by names, types, and constraints. In the Dangling Reference View tab (Figure 6.13),
the declarations and references of the same entity are grouped together. When the user
selects an entity’s name on the left-hand-side panel (Entity List), the list of its decla-
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Figure 6.12 DRC’s entity table
rations/references will be displayed on the right-hand-side panel (Reference List). If a
reference cannot be matched to any declaration by names/types/constraints, DRC re-
ports it as a dangling error. These dangling references are shown as a special entity
group named “[Dangling References]” (Figure 6.13). As seen, DRC detects two dangling
references in the file Login.php: the PHP variable $input on line 37 and the (embedded)
JS reference to the HTML input userid on line 17 (not visible in Figure 6.13).
6.3.1.3 Case Studies
Figure 6.14 shows an example in which DRC detects that middleinitial (line 13) is an
SQL embedded dangling reference, since middleinitial was missing from the database query
(line 9).
Figure 6.15 displays DRC’s detection result on SquirrelMail at revision 11,338. The
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Figure 6.13 DRC’s dangling reference detection
PHP variable $query is defined only when $response == ‘NO’ (line 397). In the else branch
of the if statement on line 396 ($response == ‘NO’ evaluates to false), the variable $query
is not defined, and thus its reference on line 405 is a dangling one. The commit log from
the fix at the next revision confirms this error detected by DRC: “$query is also used
when $response != ‘NO’. Fixed undefined notice error...”
6.3.2 HTML Validation Error Detection
We propose PhpSync [105] (Figure 6.16), an bug-locating and fix-propagating tool for
HTML validation errors in PHP-based web applications. Given an HTML page produced
by a PHP server page, PhpSync uses Tidy [76], an HTML validating/correcting tool to
find any validation errors on the HTML page. If errors are detected, PhpSync leverages
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Figure 6.14 Embedded dangling reference detection in DRC
the fixes from Tidy in the given HTML page and propagates them to the corresponding
location(s) in the PHP code. In the cases that Tidy cannot provide the fixes, the bug-
locating function in PhpSync will help developers to quickly locate the corresponding
buggy locations in PHP code from the buggy HTML locations found by Tidy. PhpSync
does not require the input that produces the erroneous page.
The inputs to our algorithm include a given HTML page C produced by a PHP page
S. PhpSync uses Tidy [76] to check C for HTML validation errors. If errors are found,
it uses Tidy to produce the corrected version C ′ of C.
Bug-Locating. There exist the cases in which Tidy is not able to provide the
fixes [76]; however, it points out the buggy locations in the HTML page C. In such cases,
for each error location in C, PhpSync uses our mapping algorithm (Section 5.3.3.2) to
automatically locate the corresponding literal node(s) in the D-Model of S and then
locate the PHP literal(s) in S.
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Figure 6.15 Dangling reference detected by DRC in SquirrelMail
Fix-Propagating. If Tidy can fix those errors, PhpSync will propagate those fixes
through the mapping between S and C. Because Tidy does not provide the operations
of the fixes but produces only the corrected version C ′, we map the texts between C and
C ′ to derive the fixing changes. The output of the algorithm is all the changes at the
character level between C and C ′, which are then used to propagate to the server code.
6.4 Output Coverage Visualization for Output-Oriented Testing
Output coverage metrics (Section 5.3) summarize coverage in a number. To better
understand output coverage, for example, in order to guide selection of additional test
cases, we need to indicate which parts of the output have been covered, or, perhaps even
more importantly, not covered. Highlighting covered and uncovered code fragments in
IDEs as done by conventional code-coverage tools (e.g., EclEmma and Cobertura) or on
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Figure 6.16 Bug-locating and fix-propagating for HTML validation errors to PHP
server-side code
HTML source code addresses the wrong abstraction level for testers who are focused on
the output and output-related quality criteria such as consistent font size and colors.
Therefore, we borrow from coverage visualizations with background colors in IDEs, but
apply them to the rendered output of a web page. To that end, we design a tool named
WebTest that displays the output universe in one single web page and allows testers to
visually explore covered and uncovered parts of the output universe, as initially exempli-
fied in Figure 5.9c. Since the output universe can be significant in size and cover many
alternative pages, we additionally develop more compact representations in which a user
can interactively explore coverage in different parts of the output space. The testers can
use WebTest to augment test cases or navigate and inspect the output universe directly
to detect certain classes of presentation faults.
To display the output universe in a web browser and modify it to include branching
decisions and coverage information, we need to understand the structure in the output
universe, which can be represented by a VarDOM. Therefore, we encode the VarDOM
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into a plain HTML page that can be read by a web browser to display on a web page.
Since the VarDOM is an extended version of the DOM with the introduction of Con-
dition nodes and symbolic values, we encode the VarDOM and corresponding coverage
information into HTML as follows:
• DOM nodes in the VarDOM are directly rendered without modification: We simply
display the corresponding HTML element and recursively displaying its child nodes
(if any) in HTML format. We optionally show some key elements as <html> and
<title> verbatim, as done in many WYSIWYG HTML editors to emphasize the
structure of the page.
• For a Condition node, we make the decision explicit and show all alternatives to-
gether with their constraints in a single page. For example, in Figure 5.9c, we
show both alternatives “Welcome $_GET[‘user’]!” and “Please log in first.” and their
corresponding constraints. We explore an enhanced visualization showing only one
alternative at a time below.
• Symbolic values are rendered using the original PHP code that represents the
symbolic values. For instance, in Figure 5.9c, the symbolic value is shown as
$_GET[‘user’].
• Coverage information is encoded as background colors, similar to IDE tools for
code coverage. We highlight the parts that are entirely covered or uncovered by a
given test suite in green and red background colors (injected by manipulating CSS
attributes). Information about different coverage metrics is shown at the bottom
part of the visualized web page (in Figure 5.9c, we show Covstr only).
With this visual encoding of coverage information in the web output, our tool WebTest
serves two key purposes: First, it allows testers to explore different alternatives on dif-
ferent parts of the web page. Note that our encoding algorithm maintains the original
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layout and format of concrete web pages as far as possible so that the testers can visu-
alize the actual web pages and quickly spot any presentation errors such as font size or
spelling errors. Second, it allows testers to know how well a test suite covers the output
universe and explore uncovered scenarios or uncovered parts of the web page.
Enhancement. Even with symbolic values, the output universe of a web page can
be large, such that showing all alternatives side by side on a single page can lead to huge
pages. Even in the relatively small SchoolMate system used in our evaluation, a rendering
of all alternatives fills 59 printed pages. To address scalability and avoid overwhelming
users, we enhance our original user interface while maintaining its key functionality.
Specifically, we dynamically show and hide the alternatives on the output universe in
tabs such that only one alternative is shown for each decision at a time, but such that a
user can interactively explore alternatives.
A consequence of hiding part of the output universe is that coverage may be harder to
assess. Instead of a binary red/green decision showing whether a fragment is covered, we
indicate relative coverage for the entire fragment (including potentially hidden fragments
of inner decisions) with our coverage metrics. That is, if we view part of the page
with content that has been covered but that includes hidden uncovered alternatives, we
visualize the corresponding coverage metric, such as 90% Covstr in a sidebar.
We show a screenshot of our output from the SchoolMate system in Figure 6.17. The
main panel (on the left) shows the concrete web page for a specific combination of output
decisions that a tester is currently exploring. The side panel (on the right) shows the
made (possibly nested) decisions and allows a tester to explore alternatives in the output
universe. When the tester clicks on one of the buttons listing alternatives, WebTest
switches to the selected alternative (dynamically switching with JS) and displays the
corresponding web page on the left. Coverage information is shown next to each alter-
native being selected. The tester can then create additional test cases that explore areas
with lower coverage. In our screenshot, a tester has selected the first alternative out of
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Figure 6.17 Screenshot of WebTest on SchoolMate-1.5.4
eight possible alternatives for the top-most decision (the other alternatives correspond to
exception cases such as database connection error). The body contains another decision
with seven alternatives out of which the second alternative is being explored (corre-
sponding to the case that the user is logged in as administrator). Similarly, within that
alternative, the first alternative out of the 35 alternatives is being shown (the logged in
administrator explores the functionality to manage classes in this system). The sidebar
additionally indicates that 90% of the output of this alternative has been explored.
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CHAPTER 7. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In the following sections, we investigate the accuracy, efficiency, and usefulness of
our cross-language program analysis techniques. Specifically, we evaluate the following:
• Call graphs for embedded client code (Section 5.1)
• Cross-language program slicing (Section 5.2)
• Dangling reference detection (Section 6.3.1)
• HTML validation error detection (Section 6.3.2)
• Output-oriented testing (Section 5.3)
7.1 Evaluation of Call Graphs for Embedded Client Code
Our approach to build call graphs has a number of sources of potential inaccuracies.
While variability-aware parsing and call-graph building for HTML and CSS are concep-
tually sound, symbolic execution may not produce output for all string literals, parsing
has limitations regarding symbolic values, and JS analysis uses potentially inaccurate
reencodings, as we explained. In an evaluation with real-world PHP applications, we
investigate the practicality and accuracy of our approach.
In addition, IDE support for navigation is especially useful if call-graph edges are
nontrivial (e.g., developers need to search across files). Thus, we investigate the com-
plexity of the created call graphs to characterize the usefulness of IDE support based on
our tooling.
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7.1.1 Experiment Setup
Table 7.1 Subject systems
Subject System Version Files LOC
AddressBook (AB) 6.2.12 100 18,874
SchoolMate (SM) 1.5.4 63 8,183
TimeClock (TC) 1.04 69 23,403
UPB 2.2.7 395 104,640
WebChess (WC) 1.0.0 39 8,589
Table 7.2 Coverage on subject systems
System Exec. Output Size Re-encoded JS HTML Cov. by Entries
Stmts Chars Conds Stmts Re-enc Errors Main All
AB 1,546 15,480 195 223 28 12 32% 94%
SM 2,386 30,318 52 188 46 155 24% 92%
TC 1,311 15,157 99 128 36 22 11% 63%
UPB 5,175 35,587 711 876 0 30 6% 79%
WC 93 3,409 1 84 0 0 6% 97%
We collected five PHP web applications (Table 7.1) from sourceforge.net with various
sizes and without heavy use of object-oriented constructs (also used in related work [105,
125]). For each system, we selected a main file, which might also recursively include
other files, and ran our analysis on that file. When encountering HTML syntax errors
during parsing (most often due to missing closing tags), we manually fixed them in the
PHP code and report results after applying all fixes. All subject systems have multiple
entry points (PHP files that can be called by a user), the call graphs of which can be
merged, but due to the manual effort of fixing syntax errors, we considered only a single
main file per system. The number of symbolically executed PHP statements, the size of
the generated symbolic output, the size of JS code, and the number of fixed errors are
listed in Table 7.2.
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7.1.2 Practicality and Accuracy of Call Graphs
All call-graph computations completed within a few seconds (< 8 seconds on average,
< 12 seconds in the worst case). Since this performance is acceptable for executing anal-
yses in the background of an IDE, we did not perform additional rigorous performance
measurements. Currently, we need to fix all HTML syntax errors before we can build call
graphs, which is a positive side effect, but also a laborious endeavor. An error-recovering
parser [32] or automated repair tools [125] could help with this step. Overall, our tool is
easy to set up for a new project by pointing it to the main file(s).
Table 7.3 Complexity of call graphs
System HTML Jumps CSS Jumps JS Jumps Strings
Total xStr xFiles Total xFiles Total xStr on echo
AB 345 68% 2.3% 157 100% 7 85.7% 90%
SM 610 19% 6.2% 127 100% 33 100% 81%
TC 269 49% 4.5% 74 100% 2 0% 99%
UPB 386 49% 4.4% 136 100% 75 0% 44%
WC 40 63% 0% 20 100% 4 75% 97%
Tot/Avg 1,650 46% 3.5% 514 100% 121 52% 79%
xStr/xFiles: Number of call-graph edges that cross strings/files
Avg: Geometric mean for non-zero relative numbers (percentages)
Precision. In Table 7.3, we list the number of call-graph edges detected in all
subject systems. We manually checked the created call graphs for correctness. In small
call graphs (< 100 edges), we inspected all call-graph edges; in large call graphs, we
randomly sampled 50 edges each. We consider a call-graph edge as correct when it
connects two nodes tracked to PHP string literals, and the nodes are actually in a call
relationship. All 604 checked edges were correct, yielding a precision of 100%.
Recall. In the absence of ground truth, recall is more challenging to measure. We
approach recall with three proxy metrics—(1) coverage, (2) symbolic discipline, and (3)
reencoding losses—addressing the three sources of inaccuracies in our approach.
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1. First, we can cover only literals that are output as part of an execution of the PHP
code (string literals in dead code are never printed and we cannot build call graphs for
them). In addition, due to limitations of our symbolic-execution engine (see Section 3),
we may not cover every possible execution path or may not be able to track some string
literals to their output. To characterize the potential loss of call-graph nodes, we measure
coverage as the ratio between the number of output characters that are covered by
symbolic execution and the total number of all output characters in the project. As a
heuristic to ignore string literals that are not output, such as array index ‘method’ in
$_GET[‘method’], we only consider literals that contain the representative HTML tag-
opening character ‘<’. When executing the single main file, we cover 6% to 32% of all
characters. When symbolically executing all entry points of the PHP code, we cover
on average 84% of all characters, (see the last column in Table 7.2). This shows that
symbolic execution can achieve high coverage in our subject systems.
2. Second, we manually inspected all occurrences of symbolic values in the output of
symbolic execution. We did not find a single case where a symbolic value was relevant
for the structure of the VarDOM. That is, a symbolic value may add substructure but
in no case was it required to provide the closing tag for a concrete opening tag or similar
structural parts. This confirms our assumptions in Section 4.2 and makes inaccuracies
due to symbolic values unlikely in our subject systems.
3. Third, while HTML and CSS analyses are sound with regard to a brute-force
approach, our reencoding for JS analysis may lead to documents in which the used JS-
call-graph tool WALA cannot find all call-graph edges. Note that we do not want to
check the quality of WALA’s call graphs but only to what degree our reencoding prevents
discovering call-graph edges that WALA could discover without reencoding. Thus, we
generated random configurations from the symbolic output (i.e., different selections for
the #if decisions) and executed WALA on the generated code (without variability and
without reencoding), comparing the resulting call-graph edges with the ones identified
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when analyzing the entire configuration space with reencoding. We did not find a sin-
gle case where reencoding resulted in missing call-graph edges compared to analyzing
individual configurations.
Overall, the results and performance are practical and promising. In our subject
systems, our tool yields a perfect precision. Investigating the sources of inaccuracies
that lead to reduced recall shows that symbolic execution can cover 84% of string literals
and that symbolic values during parsing and reencoding of JS are unproblematic. More
details are in Table 7.2.
7.1.3 Complexity of Call Graphs
Besides accuracy, we investigated the potential benefit of such support. Using the
created call graphs, we measure several characteristics to show the complexity of the
underlying problem, suggesting the effort required when developers have no IDE support.
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Figure 7.1 Cumulative distribution of distance of HTML and JS jumps (within the
same file), depicting the percentage of jumps shorter than a given distance
First, we investigated the locality of call-graph edges. Call-graph edges are often
nonlocal. 46% of all HTML call-graph edges on average and up to 100% of JS call-
graph edges connect nodes in different string literals (Table 7.3). That is, the connected
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elements are written in different parts of the server-side code, with some PHP code
between them. While many call-graph edges for HTML are relatively local, with source
and target in the same line or only few lines apart, about 8.3% are more than 20 lines
apart and 3.5% are even in different PHP files. JS call-graph edges often span a larger
distance, an average of 196 lines, but were mostly within the same PHP file. For CSS,
even all call-graph edges connect nodes in different files since all CSS rules are written in
separate files in our subject systems. Tool support is especially valuable for long jumps
and jumps across files. Details are listed in Table 7.3 and Figure 7.1.
To characterize how difficult it is to track string literals through PHP code, when
they are (re)assigned, concatenated, or part of other computations, we also tracked
how many string literals are printed immediately or appear as inline HTML code in a
PHP file. Again, we track only string literals containing the character ‘<’. We found
that on average 21% of all such string literals are assigned to variables before they are
eventually printed at a different location (Table 7.3). Our analysis can follow these string
literals and create correct call graphs, while navigation without IDE support might not
be straightforward.
Second, conditional jumping where one HTML tag is closed by alternative closing tags
depending on the server-side execution is a challenge for tools and humans. Our solution
with variability-aware parsing can correctly handle those cases and create corresponding
conditional call-graph edges. We found two cases where the source of an HTML jump
has multiple targets in AddressBook and TimeClock each, both similar to the <script> tag
in our running example. Here, a developer may accidentally finish manual search before
finding all relevant closing tags.
In addition, we found 21 cases in SchoolMate in which call-graph edges among nodes
with the same name are disambiguated by their respective presence conditions, similar
to the JS update call in our running example. Our results show that the produced
client-side structure mostly aligns with the server-side execution, so that these cases are
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relatively rare in practice. They also demonstrate that our more powerful infrastructure
can provide accurate results in common as well as difficult cases.
Finally, a common approach for navigation in embedded client-side code is to use a
global text search, especially for nonlocal jumps. A naive global text search for closing
HTML tags, such as table, a, and form yields hundreds of results in dozens of files even in
the smaller PHP projects. A global text search is only more promising for rare tags, such
as html and body and uncommon JS variables and function names. For CSS, global text
search is almost useless. A developer would not perform a global search in most cases
and in many cases the corresponding jump target is only few lines away (see Figure 7.1),
but nesting of HTML tags, common jumps across string literals, and occasional jumps
over many lines of code and even across files (see Figure 7.1 and Table 7.3) show that a
local search is also not a universal strategy. The relatively rare but possible case that a
jump has alternative targets depending on the server-side execution (as the <script> tag
in our running example), emphasizes that an incomplete local search may actually miss
important targets potentially leading to inconsistencies. Overall, we conclude that text
search can be an effective alternative in many common local cases but that a call graph
can support navigation in many nontrivial cases quantified throughout our evaluation.
Threats to validity. Regarding external validity, we selected only a small sample
of medium-sized subject systems and investigated only a single main file per project, due
to the main bottle neck of manually fixing HTML syntax errors. While we cannot gen-
eralize over arbitrary PHP systems, all systems are real-world open-source applications
developed by others and the results are consistent over all systems.
Regarding internal and construct validity, we used various proxy metrics to carefully
characterize possible recall and usefulness measures. Since we do not have ground truth
about what call graphs to expect, we decided to break down the evaluation into the three
sources of inaccuracies. Implementation defects may also reduce precision and recall, but
our tests and manual investigations did not reveal any issues. Instead of performing a
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user study in which the navigation benefit may be buried in noise or over-exaggerated
with artificial tasks or material, we decided to characterize usefulness by quantifying
nontrivial call-graph edges in which developers could likely benefit from a tool. We
expect a strong correlation with actual improvements in practice, but a usability study
is still required.
7.2 Empirical Study on Cross-language Program Slicing
Program slicing tools are intended to help developers in various software maintenance
tasks such as identifying the impact of a change. To evaluate a slicing approach, one
could design a user study to show that slices are very difficult to manually identify or
that developers could significantly benefit from a tool in complicated (favorable) cases.
However, slicing in general has been shown to be useful in a number of applications [138,
152]. The more interesting question is how often such complicated cases occur. Therefore,
we designed a study to quantify characteristics of data-flow dependencies and slices
in existing web applications. Specifically, we are interested in how many entities are
embedded within PHP strings, how many data-flow edges are cross-language or cross-
string, how many slices cross languages and even web pages or require investigating
embedded code fragments—all properties for which no current slicing tool is available.
Although such complexity measures are only proxies for actual developer tasks, we argue
that identifying a large set of complex data-flow dependencies or slices would demonstrate
the benefit of automated slicing in dynamic web applications.
7.2.1 Experiment Setup
We implemented our cross-language program slicing technique in a tool called Web-
Slice (Section 5.2 and 6.2). To test the resulting data-flow graphs (and program slices)
computed by WebSlice , we created 100 test cases for SchoolMate-1.5.4, a real-world web
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application that we used in our study, covering all types of data flows. For data flows
within PHP, we instrumented Quercus [118], an existing PHP interpreter, and dynami-
cally tracked actual data-flow relations as a basis for our test oracles. For cross-language
data flows and those within JS, we created the test cases manually. There are 20 test
cases that include inter-page data flows; 2 of them failed because WebSlice included an
infeasible edge (see last paragraph in Section 5.2.5). All test cases for other types of
data-flow edges passed.
To answer our research questions, we collected from sourceforge.net five PHP web ap-
plications, also used in our previous study (Table 7.1). For each system, we automatically
chose a set of page entries (i.e., PHP files that generate output containing an <html>
tag) and ran WebSlice on those pages to create the data-flow graph for the entire system.
To compute the slices, we considered each entity (a node in the data-flow graph) as a
slicing criterion and calculated the program slice for the entity.
Table 7.4 Running time on subject systems
System Entries Exec. Stmts Time
AB 17 25,713 10.0s
SM 1 2,942 5.2s
TC 32 26,388 13.3s
UPB 51 77,959 37.6s
WC 9 6,874 4.6s
The initial symbolic execution on all entries and construction of the data-flow graphs
completed within a few seconds/entry for all systems (Tables 7.4). When the source
code is changed, WebSlice needs to re-compute relevant page entries associated with the
change only. This means that WebSlice can be run in the background of an IDE. Once
the initial computations are finished, WebSlice can instantly show the program slice for
any selected program point.
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Table 7.5 Complexity of data-flow graph (nodes)
PHP Non-PHP Entities
System Entities Total SQL HTML JS Embed. N-Echo
AB 10,591 266 8 220 38 46 10
3% 83% 14% 17% 4%
SM 4,935 2,402 404 729 1,269 2,402 452
17% 30% 53% 100% 19%
TC 15,291 2,145 214 1,717 214 2,145 214
10% 80% 10% 100% 10%
UPB 32,309 1,308 0* 1,160 148 1,191 447
0% 89% 11% 91% 34%
WC 3,805 497 48 377 72 86 48
10% 76% 14% 17% 10%
Total 66,931 6,618 674 4,203 1,741 5,870 1,171
10% 64% 26% 89% 18%
N-Echo: Embedded entities that are not on echo/print statements
*There are 0 SQL entities in UPB since this system stores data in local files
instead of an SQL database.
7.2.2 Complexity of Data-Flow Graphs
We used our tool to investigate the complexity of data-flow graphs in dynamic web
applications. Tables 7.5 and 7.6 show the complexity of data-flow graphs. Overall,
developers would have to deal with a large number of SQL, HTML, and JS entities.
There are a total of 4,203 HTML entities in all five systems, accounting for 64% of
all non-PHP entities. There exist cases where developers would deal with up to 384
HTML entities in a file (e.g., in TimeClock) and up to 88 JS entities in a file (e.g., in
SchoolMate). Especially, they must process as many as 89% of the non-PHP entities by
examining embedded code in PHP strings (the remaining are directly inlined in PHP
code). Moreover, not all embedded entities are printed directly on echo/print statements:
18% of them are assigned to variables, propagated through the program, and printed out
at a different location, which makes it challenging to track the data flows without tool
support. The edges in the data-flow graphs also demonstrate significant complexity. Out
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Table 7.6 Complexity of data-flow graph (edges)
Data-flow Edges
System Total xLang xFile xFunc xString xPage
AB 13,406 416 2,538 3,043 474 356
3% 19% 23% 4% 3%
SM 6,945 2,426 1,565 164 2,603 1,292
35% 23% 2% 37% 19%
TC 16,490 655 3,493 46 937 332
4% 21% 0% 6% 2%
UPB 38,186 4,983 6,986 3,121 5,470 4,886
14% 19% 9% 15% 14%
WC 3,934 887 1,463 1,056 992 829
23% 37% 27% 25% 21%
Total 76,961 9,367 16,045 7,430 10,476 7,695
12% 21% 10% 14% 10%
xLang, xFile, xFunc, xString, xPage: Edges that cross languages, files, functions, strings, page entries
of 76,961 data-flow edges, 12% cross languages, 21% cross files, and 14% cross strings.
This result shows that tool support would be useful in those cases.
7.2.3 Complexity of Program Slices
Table 7.7 Complexity of program slices
System Slices Size Len xLang xFile xFunc xString xPage
AB 6,827 6 5 287 2,330 3,202 344 243
SM 4,185 5 4 1,518 1,519 917 1,735 890
TC 9,145 6 4 1,193 2,007 643 1,378 224
UPB 17,906 7 5 795 7,904 8,386 1,236 681
WC 2,607 4 3 312 1,557 1,517 408 265
Tot/Avg 40,670 5.6 4.2 4,105 15,317 14,665 5,101 2,303
10% 38% 36% 13% 6%
Size, Len: Median size and length of a slice
xLang, xFile, xFunc, xString, xPage: Slices that cross languages, files, functions, strings, page entries
Table 7.7 shows complexity metrics for slices (we exclude those that have only one
entity since the entity is at the end of data flows).
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Size of a slice. We compute the medians of sizes and lengths of slices and calculate
their averages. On average, a developer would need to deal with a slice involving 5.6
entities and having a length of 4.2 (the longest path in the data-flow graph starting
from a slicing criterion). 10% of the slices involve more than 40 entities (not shown in
Table 7.7), which would be nontrivial to identify manually.
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Figure 7.2 Cross-language data flows in a cross-language program slice
Cross-language data flows in a slice. Importantly, many of the slices are cross-
language (in all five systems, 4,105 slices contain at least one cross-language data-flow
edge). As shown in Figure 7.2, 35.8% of those slices have at least 4 cross-language
data-flow edges, and 9.5% have at least 32 cross-language edges.
Cross-location data flows in a slice. Many slices are also often cross-location:
38% of the slices cross files, 36% cross functions, and 13% cross string fragments.
7.2.4 Discussion
Implications. The high complexity of the data-flow graphs and program slices
shows that in real-world web applications, manually inspecting a program slice can be
challenging, and developers would likely benefit from program slicing tool support.
Threats to validity. Regarding external validity, we used only a small set of
medium-sized subject systems due to our limited support for PHP object-oriented con-
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structs. Regarding construct validity, we used complexity as a proxy metric to show the
usefulness of our program-slicing technique.
7.3 Evaluation of Dangling Reference Detection
This section presents our empirical studies to evaluate the accuracy of DRC, our tool
for detecting dangling PHP and embedded references (Section 6.3.1).
7.3.1 Experiment Setup
Table 7.8 Subject systems and reported dangling references
System History Cand. Dangling PHP Embed
Start Rev Rev Ent Ref Ent Ref
BeehiveForum 04/’02 173 16 12 18 6 6
ImpressCMS 12/’07 65 14 15 19 0 0
MRBS 05/’00 26 13 18 29 0 0
PHP-Fusion 03/’08 42 14 15 19 5 7
PhpWiki 06/’00 37 14 13 21 1 1
SquirrelMail 11/’99 47 17 21 23 0 0
TikiWiki 10/’02 87 15 13 17 3 3
All 477 103 107 146 15 17
We selected as our subject systems seven PHP-based dynamic web applications from
sourceforge.net (Table 7.8) with high popularity rates and long histories. Column History
Start shows their starting dates. To identify the candidate revisions (column Cand. Rev)
that potentially contain the fixes for dangling bugs, we wrote a program to analyze
the commit logs of all revisions (up to 07/1/12), and selected the ones containing the
keywords such as “dangling”, “dangled”, “undefined”, and “undeclared”. To remove false
positives, we then manually investigated all 477 revisions and collected those that actually
contained a fix to at least one dangling reference error (column Dangling Rev). We used
them as the oracle.
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The last 4 columns show the numbers of cases that occurred in PHP code (PHP)
and embedded code (Embed). For each type, columns Ent and Ref display the number of
entities (variables/functions) having dangling references and the number of the dangling
references, respectively. (One entity might have multiple references to it.) As seen in
Table 7.8, 103 revisions were reported as the fixes for at least one dangling bug. There
were 163 dangling references, with 146 and 17 being PHP and embedded ones.
We ran DRC on those systems and manually checked the results. If the detected
dangling cases are covered those in the oracle, we counted them as correct ones. If DRC
reported a dangling case that was not in the oracle, we manually verified if it is a truly
incorrect case or a newly discovered one (not yet reported). We then computed precision
and recall. Precision is the ratio between the number of correctly detected cases over
the total number of detected ones. Recall is the ratio between the number of correctly
detected ones over the number of cases.
7.3.2 Accuracy of Dangling Reference Detection
Table 7.9 DRC’s detection accuracy
System Corr Incor Miss Pre% Rec% New
BeehiveForum 16:22 5:12 4:4 76%:65% 80%:85% 2:2
ImpressCMS 19:25 5:12 2:2 79%:68% 90%:93% 6:8
MRBS 37:50 7:14 3:5 84%:78% 93%:91% 22:26
PHP-Fusion 29:51 9:23 0:0 76%:69% 100%:100% 9:25
PhpWiki 13:24 2:6 4:5 87%:80% 76%:83% 3:7
SquirrelMail 21:26 6:8 4:4 78%:76% 84%:87% 4:7
TikiWiki 16:23 6:16 5:5 73%:59% 76%:82% 5:8
All 151:221 40:91 22:25 79%:71% 86%:89% 51:83
Table 7.9 shows the results. Columns Corr, Incor, andMiss show the number of dangling
cases that were correctly/incorrectly detected, and missed by DRC. Since an entity might
have multiple references, in each table cell, two numbers are reported: the first one is
the number of dangling entities and the second is the number of dangling references.
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As seen, DRC is accurate in dangling reference detection with an average of 89% recall
(up to 100%) and 71% precision (up to 80%). Detection precision for dangling entities
is higher. Interestingly, DRC discovered 83 not-yet reported cases (column New). We
manually verified them as correct detection cases. DRC is also efficient. Detection time is
typically less than two seconds per PHP file. Thus, our solution for matching constraints
in the detection algorithm is practical. Let us present a few correctly detected cases by
DRC next.
7.3.3 Case Studies
7.3.3.1 PHP Dangling References in MRBS at Revision 590
if (isset($areamatch)) { ...
    $areamatch = unslashes($areamatch); ...
} else { 
    $From_day = $day;
    $From_month = $month;
    $From_year = $year;  
} ...
if ( $pview != 1 ) { 
    genDateSelector("From_", $From_day, $From_month, $From_year); ...
}
316
320
335
343
344
345
350
361
368
443
Source file: /web/report.php, revision: 590
$From_day = get_form_var('From_day', 'int');
$From_month = get_form_var('From_month', 'int');
$From_year = get_form_var('From_year', 'int');
fix by adding
(rev800)
Commit log: - fixed bug $typematch, variable undefined
DANGLING
Figure 7.3 Newly found PHP dangling references in MRBS at revision 590
In Figure 7.3, in addition to detecting the dangling reference $typematch (not shown)
reported in the commit log, DRC also found three other dangling ones that were not
reported at revision 590: the three references to $From_day, $From_month, and
$From_year on line 368 are dangling since they are initialized only in the else branch
of the if statement on line 316. As shown in the fix, this was corrected 210 revisions later
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by adding the variables’ initializations before line 316. Thus, DRC could have helped
developers detect those dangling errors early.
7.3.3.2 PHP Dangling Reference in ImpressCMS at Revision 3883
function createcat($cid = 0) { ...
    if (  $cid  ) { ...
        $cat_arr = $xoopsDB -> fetchArray($xoopsDB -> query($sql)); ...
    } else {
        $groups = true;
    } ...
    if ( $totalcats > 0 ) { ...
        $mytreechose -> makeMySelBox(..., "title",  $cat_arr['pid'] , 1, "pid"); ...
    } ...
}
24
48
50
70
71
72
80
83
86
193
Source file: /modules/mytube/admin/category.php, revision: 3883
$totalcats > 0 && $cid
fix
Commit log: Fixed undefined cat_arr and Delete button not working in modifying form
DANGLING
Figure 7.4 PHP dangling reference $cat_arr in ImpressCMS at line 83
In Figure 7.4, since the condition where $cat_arr is defined (line 48) and the condition
where $cat_arr is accessed (line 80) do not match, there exists an execution where the
variable $cat_arr is undefined (i.e., $cid=F and $totalcats > 0). As shown in the fix, devel-
opers added the check on $cid to the condition at line 80 so that $cat_arr is guaranteed
to have been initialized whenever it is accessed. DRC was able to detect this case.
Limitations. We analyzed the inaccurate cases and identified the following limita-
tions. First, there exist cases where our symbolic execution could not resolve the name of
an included file, leading to incorrect identification of dangling references. Second, DRC
does not consider the order of declarations and references, which could potentially cause
inaccuracy. Third, our algorithm to find a solution for constraints also causes inaccu-
racy. Our symbolic execution to approximate the output created some missed embedded
entities. Finally, DRC cannot handle the cases of eval to generate a portion of code.
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7.4 Evaluation of HTML Validation Error Detection
This section presents our empirical evaluation on PhpSync, our bug-locating and
fix-propagating tool for HTML validation errors in PHP-based web applications (Sec-
tion 6.3.2). Our research questions are (1) how accurately PhpSync maps HTML code
to server code, and 2) how accurately it propagates the fixes from Tidy to server code.
7.4.1 Experiment Setup
Table 7.10 Subject systems and D-Models
Subject Systems D-Models
Name Files KLOCs ExFiles Nodes Control Time
SchoolMate-1.5.4 63 8 60 5357 885 0.6s
TimeClock-1.4 69 23 7 886 101 0.1s
WebERP-4.0.2 654 220 16 59338 14841 2.8s
UPB-2.2.7 395 105 6 8383 1621 0.7s
AddressBook-6.2.12 100 19 10 1789 320 0.3s
Manhali-1.3.2 299 52 17 7952 2353 0.6s
All experiments were carried out on a Windows 7 Home Premium 64-bit computer
with CPU Intel Core i3-370M 2.40 GHz and 6GB RAM. We collected six PHP systems
from sourceforge.net in different sizes and domains (Table 7.10). We read the code to
gain the knowledge and set up those systems on our server with required databases and
sample data. For each system, we selected multiple server pages for testing and built
their D-Models. Column ExFiles shows the average number of executed server files for
a page. Columns Nodes and Control show the average number of all nodes and that of
control nodes (Select/Repeat) in a D-Model. Running time is in column Time.
7.4.2 Accuracy of Client Code and Server Code Mapping
To evaluate PhpSync’s accuracy in mapping the texts in HTML to PHP code, we first
collected the HTML test pages from the subject systems by navigating through several
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HTML pages within that system on a web browser. We recorded each page as an HTML
test page by saving its corresponding HTML code and the navigation steps to get to that
page (for later reproducing the page and checking). For each subject system, we selected
the HTML pages with different presentations to have the samples of client pages with
diverse page structures.
Our evaluation method is to use PhpSync to map every character in an HTML test
page C to the corresponding character in a PHP literal or PHP variable, and then to
verify those mappings for all characters by the combination of a checking tool and human
subjects. Given an HTML test page, PhpSync divides its HTML contents into several
text fragments and maps each fragment into the PHP literals/variables. Because all of
those fragments cover the entire HTML test page, to verify PhpSync’s mapping for each
character, one can check the mapping for each of those fragments (called test fragments).
The unmapped fragments are considered to have incorrect mappings.
To reduce the effort of manual verification from human subjects, we wrote an eval-
uation program that checks PhpSync’s mapping from every test fragment f of the test
page to a PHP literal l. If f is mapped to a PHP variable, we examine the mapping
manually. Otherwise, that program replaces only the first character in the literal l in
the PHP code S with a special character (SC) that does not appear in the page C. We
then executed the instrumented PHP code S ′ and followed the same recorded navigation
steps to produce the new HTML page C ′. If in C ′, the first character position in f is
replaced with that SC and all other positions in C ′ are un-changed, we consider it as a
correct mapping for that character. Moreover, in such a case of correct mapping for that
character, if f is exactly identical to l, we consider the mapping (f → l) correct for all
characters in the fragment f , and consider f as a correctly mapped fragment. When other
positions in C ′ besides f have been changed, the evaluation tool cannot conclude that the
mapping is incorrect. For instance, there may exist a correct mapping from some client
code to a PHP literal inside a for/while loop. When the client code C ′ is produced, the
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SC character may appear multiple times in C ′ due to the execution of the loop. Thus,
in other cases, we verified the mapping from f to l by the program semantics.
Table 7.11 Mapping and fixing result on SchoolMate-1.5.4
# Navi Steps Mapping Fix-Propagating
Fragments Characters (×1000) Err. Tidy Php
All Auto Man Corr. All Corr. Acc. Sync
1 Login 15 12 3 15 7.0 7.0 100% 38 4 4
2 School 42 27 15 42 11.8 11.8 100% 50 19 19
3 Terms 45 31 14 43 12.2 12.1 99% 52 22 22
4 Semesters 51 35 16 49 12.5 12.4 99% 50 20 20
5 Classes 96 64 32 96 12.9 12.9 100% 57 27 27
6 Users 87 58 29 85 13.1 12.9 99% 64 34 34
7 Teachers 56 38 18 56 12.0 12.0 100% 50 20 20
8 Students 105 68 37 105 13.0 13.0 100% 50 20 20
9 Registration 102 69 33 102 12.4 12.4 100% 49 19 19
10 Attendance 73 50 23 72 11.8 11.6 99% 50 20 20
11 Parents 68 44 24 68 12.1 12.1 100% 50 20 20
12 Announce 45 31 14 43 12.3 12.2 99% 50 20 20
13 Terms/Add 19 15 4 19 10.3 10.3 100% 47 18 18
14 Terms/Edit 27 19 8 27 10.0 10.0 100% 47 18 18
15 Sem./Add 30 22 8 30 10.3 10.3 100% 47 18 18
16 Sem./Edit 43 30 13 43 10.4 10.4 100% 47 18 18
17 Classes/Add 47 32 15 47 11.0 11.0 100% 47 18 18
18 Classes/Edit 42 30 12 40 10.9 10.7 98% 47 18 18
19 Classes/Grid 22 17 5 22 9.8 9.8 100% 53 20 20
20 Users/Add 19 15 4 19 10.6 10.6 100% 48 19 19
21 Users/Edit 26 18 8 25 10.6 10.3 98% 48 19 19
1060 725 335 1048 236.9 235.8 99.5% 1041 411 411
In Table 7.11, column Mapping shows the result on SchoolMate-1.5.4. We collected a
total of 21 HTML test pages. In column Fragments, the sub-columns All, Auto, Man, and
Corr. respectively show the number of all test fragments in the test page, the numbers of
auto-evaluated, manually-evaluated, and correctly mapped fragments. In column Char-
acters, the sub-columns All and Corr. show the numbers of all characters and correctly
mapped ones in a test page. Acc. shows accuracy, i.e. the ratio of the number of correctly
mapped characters over the total.
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Table 7.12 Mapping and fixing result on all subject systems
Mapping Fix-Propagating
System Test Fragments Characters (×1000) Complexity Err. Tidy Php Miss Acc. Time
Pages All Auto Man Corr. All Corr. Acc. Files Time Sync
SchoolMate-1.5.4 21 1060 725 335 1048 236.9 235.8 99.5% 6 4.4s 1041 411 411 0 100.0% < 0.2s
TimeClock-1.4 14 2511 2103 408 2484 164.1 162.7 99.1% 5 1.2s 422 136 136 0 100.0% < 0.2s
WebERP-4.0.2 10 2736 1910 826 2564 78.5 75.8 96.7% 5 8.0s 284 188 176 12 93.6% < 1.0s
UPB-2.2.7 10 1234 866 368 1191 56.7 53.9 95.0% 4 0.6s 129 49 47 2 95.9% < 0.2s
AddressBook-6.2.12 10 1853 1341 512 1841 78.9 77.5 98.1% 8 0.3s 64 51 48 3 94.1% < 0.2s
Manhali-1.3.2 10 3717 2616 1101 3610 115.1 105.9 92.0% 9 3.8s 607 189 164 25 86.8% < 0.2s
Column Mapping of Table 7.12 shows the results for all subject systems. Processing
time is in column Time. As seen, PhpSync achieves very high accuracy (an average of
96.7%) in character mapping with a small processing time (an average of 3 seconds for
a test page of about 10,000 characters). Column Files shows us that on average a test
page is produced by 6 PHP files. Thus, our tool could help reduce developers’ effort in
finding the PHP locations for a given HTML text.
7.4.3 Accuracy of Fix Propagation from Client Code to Server Code
We used the same set of HTML test pages in those systems for an experiment to
evaluate PhpSync’s accuracy in fix propagation. For each test page C, we used Tidy to
detect validation errors. If errors were found and Tidy was able to fix the page into C∗,
PhpSync would be used to derive the fixing changes between C and C∗ and propagate
them to fix the PHP code S into S∗. Then, we executed the fixed PHP code S∗ and
followed the same recorded navigation steps to produce the new HTML page C+. Tidy
was used to check on C+ for validation errors again. After that, the lists of errors
that Tidy had fixed (C → C∗) and PhpSync had fixed via fix-propagation (C → C+)
were automatically compared to determine how well PhpSync propagated those fixes.
Accuracy is measured as the ratio between the number of correctly propagated fixes over
the total propagated fixes. For the cases that Tidy uncovered validation errors but could
not fix, one could use CSMap to auto-locate the erroneous PHP code.
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The columns under Fix-Propagating in Tables 7.11 and 7.12 display the fix-propagation
results. Column Err., Tidy, and PS show the number of total HTML validation errors
found by Tidy, that of errors fixed by Tidy, and that of errors fixed by PhpSync via
fix-propagation. As shown, PhpSync achieves high accuracy (an average of 95%) in
fix propagation with small processing time. Importantly, it did not introduce any new
validation error.
Threats to validity. Our experiments were on only 6 systems with 74 test pages.
The selected systems and test pages might not be representative. However, the number
of test fragments is very large (13,111), of which 3,550 were manually checked in 15
hours. During that process, human errors could occur. Currently, PhpSync does not
completely handle object-oriented PHP, thus most of the selected systems do not contain
many classes. Four out of six systems have only reasonable sizes and do not contain many
loops for complex computational logics.
7.5 Empirical Study on Output-Oriented Testing
In this study, we are interested in whether or not our proposed output coverage
metrics can serve as a useful metric for testers who are focused on testing the output of a
web application. We call bugs that occur during server-side execution such as undefined
variables and missing parameters as code-related bugs, and defects that manifest in the
output—such as HTML validation errors, layout issues, and spelling errors—as output-
related bugs. In a nutshell, we want to know whether output-coverage metrics are good
indicators of test suites that are effective for detecting output-related bugs and whether
they improve over classic code-coverage metrics for this class of bugs. Specifically, we
will answer the following research questions:
RQ1. Do output-coverage metrics of a test suite correlate well with the number of
detected output-related bugs?
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RQ2. Do output-coverage metrics correlate with code-coverage metrics?
RQ3. Do output-coverage metrics improve over existing code-coverage metrics in
detecting output-related bugs?
RQ4. Are traditional code-coverage metrics still better than output-coverage metrics
for detecting code-related bugs?
In other words, these questions investigate the correlations among the two categories
of coverage metrics and the two types of bugs (namely C1–C5 as illustrated below). While
RQ1 focuses on C1 and RQ2 focuses on C5, RQ3 is aimed at comparing C1 and C2, and
RQ4 is aimed at comparing C3 and C4.
Output-related bugs
Code-related bugs
Output-coverage metrics
Code-coverage metrics
Types of coverage metrics Types of bugs
7.5.1 Experiment Setup
Table 7.13 Subject systems
Subject system Size Test
Name Version Files LOC pool
AddressBook (AB) 6.2.12 100 18,874 75
SchoolMate (SM) 1.5.4 63 8,183 67
TimeClock (TC) 1.04 69 23,403 63
UPB 2.2.7 395 104,640 67
WebChess (WC) 1.0.0 39 8,589 52
OsCommerce (OC) 2.3.4 787 91,482 92
WordPress (WP) 4.3.1 793 342,097 65
To answer those questions, we analyzed a corpus of seven open-source PHP web
applications (Table 7.13), five of which were used in our previous study (Table 7.1); we
further selected two large, popular systems for our study (OsCommerce and WordPress).
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Computing output coverage and code coverage. The first step is to run sym-
bolic execution to compute the output universe of each system. For test case generation,
we use the web crawler Crawljax [31] to generate a test pool of test cases (column Test
pool in Table 7.13). Among thousands of generated tests, we remove redundant test
cases producing the same outputs. We then compute output-coverage metrics (Covstr
and Covdec) and code-coverage metrics (statement and branch coverage) for individual
test suites, each containing a set of test cases in the test pool.
We repeat this process for each of the first five subject systems. For the last two
systems, since our symbolic execution has not been well tested on these applications, we
do not compute Covdec, and we approximate Covstr with the total length of string literals
that a test suite covers in the server-side program (as opposed to string literals covered
in the output universe). We compute this alternative coverage directly using the origin
information of string values recorded by our dynamic instrumentation during a test run
(Section 5.3.3.1).
Computing bug coverage. Given a test case or test suite, we count the number
of bugs that it reveals. For output-related bugs, we focus on the two following kinds:
• HTML validation bugs, as detected by the validation tool JTidy [76].
• Spelling errors, as detected by a simple open-source Java spell checker Jazzy [68].
Jazzy may flag false positives, such as unknown tool names, but we count those as
spelling errors nonetheless, as a tester would have to investigate those as well.
For code-related bugs, we enable all levels of error reporting in PHP (setting er-
ror_reporting(E_ALL)) and collect all PHP errors that are reported during a test run.
Comparing output coverage and code coverage. With each type of bug (either
output-related or code-related), we compare the effectiveness of code coverage and output
coverage in detecting those bugs with two different strategies:
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• Random test suites: We generate random test suites of different sizes (100 test
suites per size). Test suites of the same size may have different coverage on out-
put/code and bugs. By comparing the (Pearson) correlations between a coverage
metric and the number of detected bugs within test suites of the same size, we can
judge the effectiveness of a metric. We repeat this measurement across all possible
sizes (from size 1 to the size of the test pool) to observe the overall trend. We
expect that output-coverage metrics are a better predictor for output-related bugs
than code-coverage metrics.
• Optimized test suites: To simulate a developer optimizing a test suite toward a
specific metric, we optimize the test suite with k tests such that it maximizes a
coverage metric. Specially, we implemented a (deterministic) greedy algorithm that
incrementally adds test cases to a test suite such that each added test case makes
the resulting test suite achieve the highest coverage. We create such an optimized
test suite for all possible sizes k and for each metric (Covstr and statement coverage).
We expect that selecting a test suite optimized for output coverage is more effective
at finding output-related bugs than a test suite optimized for code coverage.
The two experiments assess complementary aspects. The first assesses the predictive
power of a coverage metric, whereas the second assesses the effect of using a coverage
metric as an optimization criterion when creating a test suite (and the effectiveness of
this strategy at different sizes of the test suite).
7.5.2 Results with Random Test Suites
Table 7.14 show the results of our experiment with random test suites. (RQ1) For
most systems, output coverage (Covstr and Covdec) correlate well with bug coverage
for both kinds of output-related bugs (HTML validation errors and spelling errors).
However, Covstr tends to correlate better with output-related bug coverage than Covdec
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Table 7.14 Pearson correlations among output coverage, code coverage, and output-re-
lated bug coverage for random test suites. Correlations are computed for
a set of test suites of the same size. A pair of values m ± s indicates the
mean m and standard deviation s of correlation values across different sizes
of test suites.
Covstr vs. HTML Validation Errors
System Stmt Cov Covstr Stmt Cov Covdec Branch Cov
AB 0.65± 0.14 0.76± 0.07 0.33± 0.12 0.81± 0.06 0.32± 0.11
SM 0.75± 0.08 0.76± 0.05 0.61± 0.10 0.58± 0.07 0.48± 0.15
TC 0.87± 0.06 0.82± 0.05 0.83± 0.07 0.16± 0.10 0.57± 0.08
UPB 0.27± 0.18 0.34± 0.12 0.17± 0.11 −0.07± 0.09 0.15± 0.11
WC 0.51± 0.12 0.35± 0.24 0.30± 0.11 0.29± 0.23 0.27± 0.14
OC 0.80± 0.19 0.59± 0.13 0.41± 0.13 N/A 0.39± 0.14
WP 0.62± 0.07 0.48± 0.09 0.62± 0.07 N/A 0.58± 0.08
*N/A: Covdec is not available since we do not run symbolic execution to compute the
output universe in these systems. For these systems, we approximate Covstr as
discussed in Section 7.5.1.
Spelling Errors
System Covstr Stmt Cov Covdec Branch Cov
AB 0.56± 0.15 0.03± 0.12 0.56± 0.15 0.00± 0.11
SM 0.41± 0.17 0.09± 0.13 0.19± 0.14 0.05± 0.12
TC 0.48± 0.08 0.52± 0.08 0.33± 0.10 0.49± 0.08
UPB 0.52± 0.10 0.24± 0.18 0.25± 0.13 0.20± 0.18
WC 0.93± 0.07 0.39± 0.16 0.56± 0.17 0.12± 0.12
OC 0.78± 0.17 0.77± 0.27 N/A 0.75± 0.26
WP 0.85± 0.07 0.44± 0.09 N/A 0.32± 0.11
since Covstr better measures “the amount of output” that is covered by a test suite. This
suggests a test selection strategy which optimizes a test suite based on Covstr.
(RQ2) As shown in the second column, Covstr does not strongly correlate with state-
ment coverage. This implies that output coverage and code coverage can be used for
different purposes, and classic code coverage metrics might not be suitable for measuring
coverage relating to the output. (RQ3) In particular, Table 7.14 indicates that while
code coverage metrics also have some correlation with output-related bug coverage, their
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Table 7.15 Correlations between output coverage and code coverage with code-related
bug coverage for random test suites (similar to Table 7.14 but for PHP
errors)
PHP Errors
System Covstr Stmt Cov Covdec Branch Cov
AB 0.45± 0.13 0.58± 0.13 0.43± 0.14 0.52± 0.14
SM 0.48± 0.28 0.72± 0.15 0.58± 0.21 0.80± 0.12
TC N/A
UPB 0.13± 0.09 0.27± 0.11 0.21± 0.13 0.28± 0.11
WC 0.48± 0.26 0.40± 0.14 0.37± 0.27 0.22± 0.14
OC N/A
WP N/A
*N/A: There are no PHP errors reported.
Figure 7.5 Comparison of Covstr and statement coverage for the first experiment in
SchoolMate. (Note that for the largest test suites, the correlation is 0 since
there is only one largest test suite.)
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correlations are generally not as strong as the correlations between output coverage and
output-related bug coverage. (RQ4) On the other hand, code coverage metrics have
better correlations with code-related bug coverage (Table 7.15). Figure 7.5 depicts this
trend for the SchoolMate system.
7.5.3 Results with Optimized Test Suites
Table 7.16 Comparison between test suites optimized for output coverage (To) and
those optimized for code coverage (Tc). Given a type of coverage, a value
in the table equals (W − L), where W is the number of times that To has
larger coverage than Tc and L is the number of times that To has smaller
coverage than Tc.
Types of Bug Coverage Output/Code Cov
System Validation Spelling PHP Covstr Stmt Cov
AB 8 11 -6 16 -31
SM 10 18 -50 46 -64
TC 42 43 N/A 52 -52
UPB -4 14 -13 56 -66
WC 15 21 -28 23 -51
OC 31 1 N/A 15 -65
WP -3 42 N/A 48 -62
*N/A: There are no PHP errors reported.
The results from Table 7.16 show that, across all systems, test suites that are opti-
mized for output coverage tend to detect more output-related bugs than those that are
optimized for code coverage. (The absolute values of the numbers in the table are less
than the size of the test pool because when test suites are sufficiently large, all bugs are
found, and in such cases test suites optimized towards different criteria all achieve the
same coverage). On the other hand, test suites optimized for code coverage detect more
PHP errors. These results are consistent with the observations for RQ3 and RQ4 in the
previous experiment. We show this trend for the AddressBook system in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6 Comparison of Covstr and statement coverage for the second experiment in
AddressBook
To further see the effects of measuring output coverage as opposed to code coverage,
we also compare the coverage of the existing optimized test suites with regard to their
own coverage criteria (the last two columns in Table 7.16). (This corresponds to the
potential of each type of coverage for detecting bugs, assuming an equal distribution
of bugs on the output or code.) The results show that there are significant differences
between output coverage and code coverage, which is again consistent with the results
for RQ2 in the previous experiment.
Investigating the cases where output coverage performs better than code coverage in
detecting output-related bugs, we found that many systems contain large pieces of code
for purposes such as user credentials validation, numerical computations, or filesystem
operations, which—when executed—do not contribute significantly to the output. In
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such cases, a high coverage on code does not always translate into a high coverage on
the output, and hence, a high coverage of output-related bugs.
7.5.4 Discussion
Our goal is to provide coverage metrics that are complementary to code coverage.
The results from the previous experiments indicate that output coverage has equal or
better performance than classic code coverage in terms of detecting output-related bugs.
With regard to complexity, the initial symbolic execution ran within seconds for each
of the first five systems, and our output coverage computation completed for less than
a second per test case. While our symbolic-execution engine has limited support for
object-oriented code (Section 3), issues with larger systems (e.g., WordPress) and object-
oriented code are engineering issues in supporting more language constructs, which do
not affect our concepts. We currently do not handle JS and client-side processing as it
is out of this paper’s scope.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSION
With the goal of improving software quality and reliability, various methods have been
introduced to aid developers in writing and maintaining software. Despite their increased
popularity in supporting traditional software applications, those methods face a number
of challenges when being applied to multilingual, dynamic web applications. Specifically,
in a web application, the client-side code (in HTML, JS, and CSS) is routinely intermixed
with the server-side code, embedded in scattered and incomplete string fragments, and
there exist a potentially exponential number of client code variants, similar to a family
C programs with #ifdefs. Due to these challenges, there is limited program analysis and
IDE support for dynamic web applications in comparison to traditional applications.
We tackled those challenges by designing a two-phase approach using two key ideas.
In the first phase, we transform a program with mixed server-side code and client-side
code into one that contains only client-side code, and captures its variants via a repre-
sentation resembling C code with #ifdefs. In the second phase, we reuse and adapt the
state-of-the-art approaches in the analysis for programs written C code with #ifdefs to
apply for the analysis on client-side code variants written in HTML, JS, and CSS.
Based on those key ideas, we introduced an infrastructure for cross-language program
analysis for dynamic web applications. Specifically, we have developed the following
research components. (The first component corresponds to the first phase, whereas the
other components correspond to the second phase.)
• An output-oriented symbolic execution engine that approximates all possible out-
puts of a PHP-based web application [105, 102]. The result of symbolic execution
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is the generated client-side code which possibly contains symbolic values and con-
ditional values, represented by a D-Model [105].
• A set of variability-aware parsers for conditional HTML, JS, and CSS code, which
are able to parse conditional symbolic output into a VarDOM that compactly
represents all DOM variations [101].
• Basic cross-language analyses : Based on the VarDOM, we develop concepts, tech-
niques, and tools (1) to build call graphs for embedded client code in different
languages [101, 103], (2) to compute cross-language program slices [102], and (3)
to support testing dynamic web applications via a novel test coverage criterion
called output coverage.
• A number of software development services for dynamic web applications : We de-
veloped various tools and Eclipse plug-ins to support syntax highlighting, code
completion, and code navigation for embedded code [101, 103], refactoring on em-
bedded entities [106], cross-language program slicing [102], detecting dangling ref-
erences [104, 107], detecting HTML validation errors [105], and visualizing output
coverage for testing.
In summary, this thesis has made the following contributions:
1. Concepts: (1) the new concept of embedded client code in web code, (2) the
notion of call graph for embedded client code, (3) the notion of program slices
across different languages, and (4) the notion of different types of testers concerning
different aspects of the software including its output, as well as a family of output
coverage metrics of a test suite
2. Representations: The D-Model representation encoding different possible textual
contents of the output and the VarDOM representation which compactly represents
DOM variations generated from the server-side code
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3. Algorithms: A systematic approach combining symbolic execution, variability-
aware parsing, and variability-aware analysis (1) to build call graphs for embedded
HTML, CSS, and JS code, (2) to compute cross-language data-flow relations and
program slices, and (3) to compute output coverage metrics
4. Tooling: A toolchain that provides various kinds of software development sup-
port for dynamic web applications including IDE services, fault localization, bug
detection, and testing
5. Empirical studies: Empirical evaluations on several real-world web applications
to investigate the complexity of call graphs, data flows, program slices, the accuracy
of bug detection, and the effectiveness of output coverage metrics, showing the
analyses’ accuracy, efficiency, and usefulness
Overall, the take-home message is that the cross-language program analysis infras-
tructure developed in this dissertation has made possible a wide range of web develop-
ment services. Apart from the core analyses and services mentioned above, our frame-
work is also designed to be extensible and adaptable. Web developers can not only make
use of our existing tools but can also extend the framework to create new ones. For
example, future work can make use of this framework to explore other important areas
in web application development such as web security. In addition, one can apply similar
techniques proposed in this thesis to other types of software applications with the same
code-generation mechanism such as build code.
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